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TURF, FARM AND HOME."
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
___________

Our reference last week to a call for aa
live stock show at Rigby Park seems too
have met a responsive chord in more
than one section. Mr. Hall C. Burleigh,
who has just returned from his trip to’
Providence where he witnessed the performance of the wonderful St. Croix Jr.,
tells us that on his return he met Mr. J.’
S. Heald, the manager, and Mr. HealdI
assured him that the management att
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Rigby were heartily in favor of the proposed live stock show, and hopes to be
able to count him in it. Mr. Burleigh replied that if Rigby would go ahead andI
fit up stalls for the accomodation of cattie at their grounds, that he would guarantee to exhibit a ten thousand dollarr
herd of the best cattle ever seen in Maine,
provided the fair was held early in the’
season. He says that it is of the utmostt
importance that fairs where live stock is,
exhibited be held before the weather
becomes inclement, as he would not darej
to exhibit his stock late in the season,
and run the chances of getting into the,
line gale.

The annual discussion over the time>
for holding the Lewiston State Fair is oni
once more, and while those who favor•
the change cite the fact that the present;
date interferes with the New England
Association Meeting, it should be bornei
in mind that if the Maine show changes,
the change will necessarily interferei
with a great number of important>
county exhibitions throughout the state.
The New England people can change
their date much more conveniently than
the Lewiston fair can change theirs.
The thing should be continued just as it
is, so if Rigby has a live stock show next
year, there will be a week intervening
between the time of holding the Rigby
meeting and the Lewiston fair, for
people in the Western part of the state
to get their breath and get in shape for
the next show. This live stock exliibition at Rigby is sure to materialize and
plans will be made as soon as the last
meeting is held at Rigby this fall for the
new order of things next season. Too
much money has been spent at Rigby
to abandon the project now and there
is every reason to believe that with the
added attractions of large and fashionably bred live stock of various kinds,
that Rigby may yet be a flower to be
proud of.
The drenching rain of last week cost
the State of Maine, at a conservative estimate, not less that $25,000.00—and the
sad thing about all this is that it was entirely unnesessary to a very large extent,
Strange as it may appear, starting from
Waterville, which by the way is just now
the center of all things, and driving twenty miles in any direction, you can hardly
find a piece of road which is worthy the
name, and the farther you go the worse
the condition of things will be found.
For instance, we drove to Farmington
just before the rain and came back just
in the midst of it. Going through the
town of Mercer, we found a long hill, as
we approached East Mercer, had been
patched up with soft loam to cover the
jagged rocks in the center of the road
where the rain had washed it, but not
one namable thing had been done to
clear out the ditches to provide for the
rain wlucli was to come and did come,
On our return, we found the inevitable
had happened. The drenching rain had
•leared out the soft, fine loam that had
been placed in there, and the hill was in
is bad condition as before, although we
jught to mention that the loam that had
been placed there hail washed down and
illed a culvert at the foot of the hill,
causing the road at that point to overlow. Nearer Mercer Village on the
same road, someone had done a fine job
>f turnpikeing and ditching for a very
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small part of the way, and before the
rain, as well as after, the road was in fine
condition, but on either side of this fine
job the road was in wretched condition;
there were no ditches and in several
places the sides of the road were higher
than the road itself, and after the rain
there was the handsomest little pond for
duck raising, or any other purpose where
water was in demand, that you can
™
imagine,
but no one who did not know
111
would ever guess that it was supposed to
w
be( a public highway. The road as we
approached Farmington, as everyone
knows
who has passed over it, is simply
1
aa sand waste and without any ditches on
the sides the rain made sad liavbc. Every
that has been expended on these
tdollar
(
roads
this year has been worse than
10
wasted,
because the dirt that has been
w
carted
in has been washed off where it
(a
did
(1 not belong and has made no end of
trouble
to culverts, causing them to
1
overflow
and rendering them unsafe to
ov
travel
until repaired.
tr
As we journeyed over the so-called
roads, we wondered how long the taxr0
payers
through these thriving towns
Pa
would endure this condition of things.
w<
E5
Every year they are compelled to pay
much or little to'maintain roads, but the
m
money is Bimply fooled away. It is very
m<
evident that a thorough agitation of this
ev
su
subject is necessary before any radical
re:
reform will be adopted.
And nothing
let than a radical reform will change
less
th
the order of things as they are now goinj
ing on and as they have existed since
ou
our state began to be.
~*—O—
This week practically closes the
county fairs, although there are a few
co
scheduled
for the early days of October.
8C
^
No such season for farmer’s festivals
was ever seen in Maine. Not only has
wa
the weather been exceptionally fine but
the attendance to the exhibitions has
been large, varied and interesting. It is
be
certainly a good sign when the farmers
ce]
of our state take such a lively interest in
the
tin exhibition of their stock and farm
produce.
One of the most encouraging
P
r<
evidences
to be seen at these exhibitions
ev
^
has been a large attendance of young
ba;
farmers who show the utmost zeal in extar
hibiting their products. With the young
bit
men taking to the farm, the agriculture
m€
of Maine is surely safe for a good many
years
y
ej to come. Now that the fairs are
practically
over, the young man who is
PrJ
to make an exhibition worth the name
next year, should begin to turn over in
ne:
his mind the ideas which he has gatherere
ered in the exhibitions that he lias atter
tended this season. Those who have had
the
the best this year caudo better next year
an<
and those who have failed this year can
cer
certainly be a success next year if they
w
j] but take take time by the forelock
will
anc
and take hold of the matter in dead earnest
est, and improve upon what they have
see
seen and heard in the past few weeks.

iwould get some line coacliers, but it
iwould not work. We tried 34 mares and
fgot nothing. Not one pair and only one
jjumper out of the lot. I then bought
for
f him Howes’ Bismarck and that fel
1low left his mark. You reccollect him,
1he was by Gen. Knox and stood near
Farmington.
He got a lot of good coach
I
horses.
I admire Mr. Sanborn’s pluck
1
and
hope he will make a success of his
2
astock. His display was the best I ever
saw
in my life. I hope they will cross •
s
twith the Maine mares and make a suc
cess.
Yours,
c
Geo. W^Bisnor.
TROTTERS AND PACERS.

The following from the Kentucky Stock
Farm showing the relative speed of the
ttrotter and pacer will be read with inter
eest. Of course our readers will under
sstand that since it was written Carbon
aate lias lowered the pacing record for
ttwo-year-olds to 2.09, and Robert J. has
lowered liis record to 2.01|£: “The pac
*ing
] records are gradually getting below
the trotting records. Robert J. and Joe
TPatclien have made faster miles than can
rreasonably be expected of trotters for
some
time to come, and last Friday at
8
Indianapolis
Directly reduced the pacing
1
two-year-old record a half a second below
the great two-year-old time of Arion.
Of course the “bike'’ was a factor in Directly’s mile that was lacking in that of
n
Arion. With the pacing gait and the
low-wheeled sulky Directly, evidently
supposing him to be equally as good a
S1
11horse as Arion, should have beaten
Arion’s time. As the pace is a faster
A
ggait
‘< than the trot, and as pacing perform
ances have now become fashionable and
&]
pacers are being better bred than hereto
pi
fore, we look to see all the pacing rec
fc
ords before long faster than trotting rec
oi
ords for horses of the same age—and
oi
ought this to be true with
Pparticularly
!
the younger class—because pacers re
tl
quire much less work in their develop
T
ment than trotters.
m
The following statement shows the
rc
relative maximum speed of pacers and
tr
trotters, age for age, thus far:
pj
Fastest yearling trotter—Pansy McGregor.2.23X
fastest yearling pacer—Belle Acton............ 2-20
£
Fastest two-year-old trotter—Arion............ 2.10V
Fi
Fastest two-year-old pacer—Directly.......... 2.10 V
Fastest three-year-old trotter—Fantasy... .2.08V
fastest three-year-old pacer—Whirligig... .2.10
four-year old trotter—Di rectum....2.05 V
pfastest
fastest four-year-old pacer— Online............. 2.07 V
fastest record for a trotter—Nancy Hanks.2 04
F*
fastest record for a pacer—Robert J..........2.01 X

It will be seen from the above that,
wvhile at one and two years of age the
>acers have gone faster than the trotters,
aitnd while the pacing record is a second
ind a half faster than the trotting record,
ar
it four years of age the trotters still have
at
he advantage in speed.
We do not believe that this state of the
•ecords is destined to be of long continu
re
ance. There is no reason that we can
aE
conceive of why three-year-old horses
-------sb
hould not relatively pace as fast as the
A (GOOD WORD FOR MR. SANBORN FROM yo
rounger and older performers at the
ame gait.
MR. BISHOP.------------------------ sa
The trouble has been, we apprehend,
New York, Sept. 17,1884.
jnn the past, that very many more trotters
IFriend Thompson.—When I saw you han pacers have been trained, and of
last I told you that I would write you coourse the greater number trained the
Iasi
my opinion on horses that had proved m<
lore numerous will be the chances of
the greatest success in improving the btaining horses of exceptional speed.
gentleman’s driving horse in Maine, yyVe believe that the pace is a conBiderger
Fiist, Almont, through Gen. Withers, bly faster gait than the trot, and, as
Fir
Harbinger and Olympus, then Fear- paacers come to their speed more easily,
Ilai
naught, then Wilkes. I find they are paacing youngsters should be relatively
nan
great on Knox mares. In fact it don’t ass much faster than trotting youngsters
gre
matter where they stand, nor what s aged pacers are faster than aged trotmai
strain they strike, it is the same. I don’t tei
strr
91'8.”
think the Dictators have been* a gain to
thii
That Tired Feeling
the State. In fact I never had one that
was
was any benefit and I have never seen Is3 a dangerous condition directly due to
one yet, I don’t believe. They may trot, deepleted or impure blood. It should not
but that is-not the thing now. We want bee allowed to continue, as in its debility
hor
horses
16 hands with lots of bone, and tinio system is especially liable to sei ions
abb
able to draw something besides a sulky, att
ttacks of illness. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
S<
Somo years ago Mr. P. Lori Hard isi the remedy for such a condition, and
tho
thought that if he served a large als
Iso for that weakness which prevails at
tho:
thoroughbred
on Norman mares, he th<ic change of season, climate or life.

TURF,
HANCOCK COUNTY HORSES.
—————
F. H. Osgood, who is the superintendent of Mr. Black’s farm at Ellsworth,
has a good lot of horses in charge. Selima
(4) p 2.19, is a faster horse than ever this8
year, but will not be trained until anoth-L.
er season. He is by Nelson, and out of,f
a daughter of Hambletonian Knox 2.28.
Phillip is a four-year-old by Nelson’s8
Wilkes, and he will be a fast horse whenn
given a season’s training.
Hon. E. H. Greeley is well know to thee
horsemen of this State and when he startss
out to campaign a trotter or two youa
may be sure he has a good one.
Hambletonian Knox, better known inQ
Ellsworth by his stable name of Hiram,i,
is now 22 years of age. The ease with[y
which he went a mile in 2.28 over Lew-»
iston track in 1885, will be remembered
by State Fair goers. It was in compe->_
tition for the stallion cup. He has beenQ
aB fast as that in a race and has a recordI
of 2.28%, and could go Ids quarters in 355
seconds. Hambletonian Knox waB gott
by Gilbreth Knox 2.26%; his dam was byy
Gideon; 2d dam a Drew. The readers off
the Turf have heard our ideas of thee
Drew-Gideon cross so many times that a
repetition would be vain. Here is freshII
proof. The brood mares by Ilambletonian Knox are highly prized here and wee
saw several with specimen stock. Mr.
Greeley owns the gray stallion Capt.
Sprague, which was by Gen Sherman, heB
by Gen. Knox, and out of the well known3
Seavey mare of Drew and Messengerp
blood, well known as the dam of Violet,
Pequawket and others. The dam of£
Capt. Sprague was by the Meriow Horsee
and he by Withcrell Messenger. Capt.
Sprague got lots of good brood mares5
and there are some fast ones amongr
them too.
The 16-year-old mare Maud, owned byy
Henry Rowe of Aurora, they tell us hasg
paced in 2.34%, and it is thought now if£
well trained and well driven could beatt
2.30. Capt. Sprague could boat 2.35, but£
never got out of the 2.45 class, as hee
lived his active life in those good oldI
days when drivers were strong and judgesg
kind. Mr. Greeley owns a half interest£
in Ellsworth (p) 2.19%, and has a prom-t_
ising yearling by him, out of a daughterr
of Gray Dan 2.31%, which has a doublee
cross of Gideon blood, the dam of Ells_
worth being by Gray Dan. This yearling
colt is called Cecil. A brown colt as yet£
unnamed is by Dawn R. 2.22%, Mr. Rob-H
• erts’ fast stallion by Alcantara, damn
Dainty by Dictator. This fellow is out£
of the dam of Ellsworth 2.19%.
Mr. Greeley’s special pride is the yearr
old bay filly Humming Bird by Merry
Bird 2.16%, son of Jay Bird; dam Poca
hontas by Nelson 2.09; 2d dam by Ham1 
bletonian Knox 2.28, and 3rd dam by
Lexington, thoroughbred. This filly will
be handled a little now and if she comes
e
along all right will probably face the
starter in 1895. Eva B. in which Mr.
j*
Greeley now owns a half interest with
Mr. Morang of Bar Harbor, is a bay filly
j
by Dawn R. 2.22%; dam by Hambletoni
an Knox 2.28; 2d dam by Mambrlno Boy,
sire of the dams of Axtell and Allerton.i,
This filly as is noted elsewhere, took aa
record of 2.52%, and should be a good“
one in our three-year-old stakes next
:t
season.
Mr. Greely also lias a gelding by Don
Carlos, sire of the sensational Carldonn
2.10%. This is a six-year-old, perfectlyy
kind and lias some speed. He will be
>e
worked next Beason.
P. W. Alley of Ellsworth, had at the
ie
Hancock fair a promising bay stallionn
colt two-yearB-old, a seal brown in color
>r
and got by Ellsworth (p) 2.19%; dam by
•y
Capt. Sprague. This colt is called Bayr-
side. He is 15 hands high, weighs 865
15
lbs., is well broken and kind and cann
show a three-minute gait.
E. N. Osgood of Surrey also had on exk-
hibition the yearling colt Christopher C.
1
id
Jle is a seal brown in color, wjtJi star and
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was got by Harbinger Gift, out of a
<
daughter
of Capt. Sprague. This is a
colt
of superior conformation and good
1
trotting action.
A. S. Bunker of West Eden has a filly
foal of 1894, a red roan in color that was
got
by Dawn R. 2.22%; dam by Hyrone1
:mous, by Lexington, son of Gen. Khox.
This one is good size and a promising
1gaited one.
John Kief of Ellsworth has a large
isized yearling colt, Black Prince by lien] Wilkes, out of an untraced dam. He
ry
i a good looking one and Mr. Kief inis
j
forms
us has trotted a quarter in 50 secionds.
II. J. Joy, Ellsworth, has an eight!year-old gray mare by Hambletonian
Knox 2.28, dam by Young Morrill; a nice
individual, and so is her two-year old
]filly Alcantena, by Dawn R., which
stands
15 hands high behind and 14%
1
Iforward, and weighs 850 lbs.; a bay in
color.
'
F. W. Thompson, Salisbury Cove, has
a'• four year-old pacing stallion by Jake
Patolien, a descendant of the famous old
Geo.
M. Patchen; dam by Red Prince, son
’
<of Gray Dan. This colt has the making
G. M. II.
<of a fast horse.
------------------------- -

A LETTER FROM SHERMAN.

Sherman, Me., Sept. 17, 1894.
Mr. Editor:—The trotting meetings
are
5 pretty well through for the season of
’94, but the two-minute goal has not
been reached, nor the record of Nancy
Hanks
2.04, been lowered, and like Dr.
'
Bailey, according to the present indications, it will be some years before a mile
in
1 two minutes will be covered by a trotting
horse, if it ever is. The pacer has
1
come
within 1% seconds of it, but how
‘
'much harder it will be to chip off the
remaining
1% seconds. After a horse
]
has
done all there is in him he can do no
'
more.
1
We are looking forward to the great
stallion
race Sept. 26th, and wondering
1
who will be the winner; and if the race
could
be decided on its merits perhaps
’
one
tfould form some idea of who would
1
win. I named the winner for the cigars
a’ few weeks ago and have seen no reason
to change my mind. I picked Arion,
1not because he had the fastest record,
but because he was very fast as a two<year-old, and report says he has been
handled with good judgment since.
The Penobscot and Aroostook Union
held
their fair Sept. 4th, 5tli and 6tli.
•
The weather was all we could wish and
the fair was a success I think. Should
have written an account of it, but I had
the misfortune to be chosen one of the
judges and thus was unable to make any
notes on the fair. I saw in the Turf,
Farm and Home of Sept. 12th, a piece
entitled “Starting and Judging at Fairs.”
The writer says the position of judge is
no bed of roses, and we say amen.
People don’t see the same things in the
same light, and where the finish is very
close, the party punished is apt to feel
that justice was not done in his case a^
least. The only way out of the difficulty
in mind is to keep out of the stand unless you are carried there by force and
kept there, and then judge as you d—m
please and let them grumble. But be
sure and judge according to the rules so
far as you understand them. Hoping to
see our track in the N. T. A. at an early
day,
I remain,
A. Cushman Jr.
_
Mr. Newell Green, proprietor Lyon
Stock Farm at Brushton, N. Y., writes as
follows: “I have used Quinn’s Ointment
for strained tendons and other enlargements for the past three years, and it
works to perfection. I recommend it to
all horsemen, as I know it is all you advertise.” For curbs, splints, spavins,
windpuffs, and all enlargements, use
Quinn’s Ointment, the kind that cures,
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, upon
receipt of $1.50 per bottle. Address W.
JL Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y., unless
y op cap obtaip it from your druggist,

AND HOME.
AT THE “COUNTY FAIR.”
•______

1I happened, a few days since, to be in
a 8small country village on business at
the time the County Fair was in progress. Having transacted my business,
I found
that I still had some five hours
f
to wait for mv train and it occurred to
me that 1 could pass the time no more
profitably
or quickly than to “take in”
1)1 (
the
H fair, note the crowd in attendance
and
an< study human nature as it appears at
aa.^gathering of this kind. Being an entire stranger to nearly all that were there
I hhad ample opportunity to observe and
note
n0 the various phases of humanity as
they passsed and repassed before me.
Selecting
a seat on a large rock near one
tSe^
end
en< of the grand stand at about the noon
hour, I was highly entertained by the
conversation
of the various groups who
C01
were
taking
their
lunch seated under the
we
trees which grew thickly about. First
tre
spreading a carriage robe on the ground,
the “lunch” was placed upon it and the
members of the party took seats on the
ground around it. If I ever wished for
the
H memory of a Dickens and the skill to
describe
it all, it was then and there,
(
“V
Where be ye Joe?” said a buxom damsol on my right; “jist bring that grub
sel
along I’m ’bout starved.” “Here I am”
ale
said
sai Joe, “and I haint commin’ jist yet,
I’ got somethin’ else to do” came from
my5 left, and looking over there I saw Joe
m
helping another pretty girl to a huge
sandwich
from the box of “grub1’ that
sai
was evidently intended for the dinner of
wa
the lady who had called him. “See
them steers o’ Jock’s pull!” said an old
farmer
just back of where I sat, as he bit
^al
aa Fpiece out of a slice of corned beef that
ought
to have been a full dinner for a
ou^
hungry
man. “I knowed they couldn’t
^LU
pull
l)u with Si Carle’s white faces for all
^lie
ie ’s made so much talk about ’em, an’ I
they was mortgaged to Dan Flint
^heerd
ie<
^for
01 forty dollars borried money.” “Here!
whores that youngone gone with them
^hard
ia biled eggs; now Tom bring them
back
^a' here quick,” said an elderly lady a
little to the right. “This is ’bout the
meanest show I’ve been to for ten years”
said
sai a youth with a bad hat and spoiled
suit
SU1 of clothes, who was manfully trying
to smoke a five cent cigar without making
in^ him sick. “Ilev ye seen anythin’ o’
my man,” said a thin, sharp faced woman
coming to the front; “He’s got my dinner
ne in his coat pocket n I spose lie’s over
to
to them horse stalls ’n I shan’t git a bite
for an hour.” “Say Liz less go up on the
fo1
grand stand and set down where we kin
see
8e< the crowd,” said a bashful, overgrown
young man who was leading Ins
^r<
best
^
ei girl by the hand. She assented and
selecting
a seat far apart from the rest of
se^
the people the crowd passed out of their
minds
so interested were they in each
mi
other. Oh! blessed love, the same in all.
conditions of life. With high or low it
is
18 love that makes the world go round.
About this time I began to think of my
own dinner, so I strolled over to a tent1
at
a^ the other side of the grounds where1
for thirty-five cents they allowed you to’
fo]
ea
eat all you had capacity for, and it was1
good too and plenty of it. I took a seat
on a long bench at a long table and next
on
to a rather large and good-looking lady,
aand
n directly another good-looking and an
apparently healthy lady took the seat
next me on the other side. On either
ne
side they knew what they wanted and
sic
did not hesitate to ask for it. “Say, mister
di<
will you please pass them beans?” saysi
wi
the female at my right. The beans were;
th
passed. “Can you reach that sugar mispa
ter?” said the one at my left. I could
tei
and did. “I liain’t got no pepper” said
an
the lady on my right. She got some,
th
“AWon’t ye pass that corn” said the other,
and thus it went, beans, bread, apple pie,,
an
corned beef, boiled corn, custard pie,
co
cake, etc., etc., kept passing back andI
ca
forth across my plate till both were satfo
isfied that they could hold no more,
is1
Meantime I had managed to get enoughi
M

3
myself as it passed to and fro to square
m
in with the house.
me
Then came the trots of which I saw
tl
three heats; but as they were like all
Oother
f
“boss trots/’ and most of your
re
readers arc familiar with them, 1 will
n(
not attempt to discribe them.
All the way home, and the journey
was
w a long one, I was busy thinking of
the talk that will be made at the several
hundred old homesteads of “what I saw
w
when 1’8 to the fair. God bless them all
aj
. make them happy. It is but little
and
er
enjoyment they get of the exciting soH
to relieve the dull routine of life on the
farm, but the quiet and peaceful home
life that they enjoy the year around is of
]n
much more value and much more lasting
and pleasant, if they could only know it
a?
as well as those who are obliged to buffet
w
with
the waves in the sea of business
<(<]
cares
and anxieties.
Cumberland.
ST. CROIX JR.

Nark Au an sett Park,
Mr. Editor:—After the close of the
Sf
State Fair at Lewiston St. Croix Jr. was
gl
shipped by rail to AVaterville, re shod
ai
and taken to Narragan«ctt Park, being
oi
on the train two days and nights. He
w
was very short of work having had but
oi
one fast mile after hi«* race in Lewiston.
N
Not only was he at a disadvantage on ac
c<
count of all this, but his driver, Mr. Car
pi
penter, had never drawn a r< in over him
u]
until the races were called that day. The
tr
track was so wet from the recent
ra
rains that a horse could not trot within
si
six feet or more of the rail, consequently
si
St. Croix Jr. having to trot outside of
tl
three horses (there were seven starters),
aaway
^
out in the middle of the track, was
ol
obliged to trot very much more than a
m
mile. Yet with all of these disadvan.
tr
tages, he trotted the three heats from
w
wire to wire in 2.21%, 2.23 and 2.22.
T
There were 15 entries in this race, among
tl
them some of the fastest and gamest
C(
colts in the country.
His competitors were Red Bird from
rp
Tennessee, who had trotted a good track
-E 2.12, yet the best he could do in this
in
rg
race was 2.17, 2.18% and 2.18. Salute
£from
r
New Jersey, was also equally as
<r(
good
a colt in the race as Red Bird.
rp
These two apparently were working joint,
ly for first and second money, while
Marston C., St. Croix Jr. and Mickey,
g(
son of the great Jay Bird, were each
p.
paddling their own canoe without the
ajS
assistance
of any combination.
When we fully consider this perform
ance and take into account all the disad
vantages that the colt labored under, it
makes Nelson’s three-year-old record,
under the favorable conditions which he
made it, look like a very tame affair.
**

Kansas City Star: The hay crop of the
United States in 1893 was 65,766,000 tons,
a]
and its value was over $570,000,000. The
drouth will cut it short this year, but it
will still be big enough to exceed the
v:
value of the gold output of the country
at least thirty or forty times.

What Do You Take Medicine For?
Because you are sick and want to get
well, of course.
Then remember that Hood’s Sarsapar
illa cures.
U
All we ask is that in taking Hood’s
SSarsaparilla you will do so with perseverence equalling or approaching the
v<
tenacity with which your complaint has
t(
clung to you. It takes time and care to
cl
eradicate old and deep seated maladies,
ei
pparticularly when they have been so long
hhidden in the system that they have become chronic. Remember, that all per
c<
manent and positive cures are brought
n
aabout with reasonable moderation.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla attacks disease vig
Il
oorously and never leaves the field until
itit has conquered.
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HOOF PRINTS.
Jerry Wilkes is a shapely chestnut geld-■ su
fl
sufficient
number of entries to the lib
ing two years old, with tw’o white stock- era
eral purses offered by the Rigby Park
PUBLISH JED EVERY WEDNESDAY
;
ings
behind and narrow white stripe in1 association,
ass<
Some call this a Morgan year.
the races have been declaredI
BY THE
face, got by Alcantara Boy; dam by’ off, and a new programme substituted.
Alix 2.03%, Queen of trotters.
Young Drew. This gelding is owned by Thi
This is as it should be. The associationk
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY F.
O. Ward of Augusta. Winnever a bay' has been extremely liberal in its purses,>
Directly (p) 2.07%, King of two year31 and 33 Lockwood St., Dunn Block,
filly same age and by the same sire; dami and
and has lost money, and it was our judg-' 0olds.
]
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
]by Chandler’s
Knox made a pacing‘ m
ei
ment,
that, unless the purses offeredI
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ]
Tomali lowered his record to 2.12% at
record of 2.51. Alcantara Boy is a bayr fijh
filled to the satisfaction of the directors,
E. P. MAYO, Managing Editor.----------------------------- j
horse, six years old, 16 hands high and the whole meeting should be declaredI Providence.
J. W. THOMPSON, Associate Editor.
will
weigh 1100 pounds. He is by Al- ooff.
ff, This has been done, and a new proG. M. HATCH, Associate Editor.
Thompson by Redwood Boone macle a
dam Miss Alice by Strader’s1 g
ra
A. D. QUIMBY, Associate Editor. cantara;
<
gramme
substituted. On Tuesday Oct.’ record of 2.27% at South Paris.
_________________________________________ 1Hambletonian, 2d dam Lady Alice by 2d, there will be a 2.50 class trotting for
Chief. The examination of $20
Hartford has sired Robert J. 2.01%,
TERMS$1.00 per year in advance, $2.00 if not Mambrino
1
$200, a 2.20 pace for $500, and a 2.28 trot:
paid strictly in advance._____________ Gentlemen
<
’s Drivers and matched • pairs ffor
or $200. Wednesday Oct. 3d a 2.33 trot; y<
yet he is not considered a great pacing
Entered at the Post Office at Waterville, Me., absorbed
,
so much time that we diet not ffor
or $200, a 2.12 pace for $1,000, and al si
sire.
as second class mail matter.
__ _____________ _____ haVe
1
an opportunity to examine all the 2.24
2.24 trot for $300. Thursday Oct. 4th,
The Maine mare Belle Chase by Rob2.40 trot for $200, 2.17 pace for $500, and .
WATERVILLE. WEDNESDAY, Sept. 26 stock, as it was out at the same time, 2.4C
D. won a good race at Dover, N. II.,
but, had intended to do so on Thursday 2.20
2.2C trot for $1,000. On Friday a 2.17, inson
°
lowering
her record to 2.21%.
A. m. had not the rain prevented.
trot
trot for $400 and special events to be an
TROTTING EVENTS TO OCCUR.
*
*
*
*
non
nounced
later.
| Secretaries are requested to notify The Turf,
Patronage has sired the fastest trotter,
The horse editor of the Boston Herald
* * * *
a
Farm and Home as soon as convenient, dates se
Alix 2.03%, yet he is far from being con
have been away on a vacation, or
William’s new track at Galesburg, Ill.
lected for meetings. Changes of dates will be made must
1
or any inaccuracies will.be corrected promptly on jpossibly attending some fast pacing has just opened its gates for its first sidered the greatest sire of trottersnotification.]
rrace, and the office boy been allowed to me€
meeting, and already the great mare
All So 2.20% now lias one producing
SEPTEMBER.
*
turn the crank in order to grind out such Alix has lowered the world’s trotting sc
son, the six-year-old horse Von All So by
Exeter...................................................... Sept. 25—27
as the following, which we clip from record
recc to 2.03%, over it. We speak of A
Farmington.............................................. Sept. 25—27 rot
r
All So, is the sire of Lady Von 2.29%.
Skowhegan.............................................. Sept. 25—27 a
a recent issue. To the first sentence we Alix
Alii as great, as she is so by performance
Boston, New England Trotting Horse
John Wheelden’s Cay wood by Van
Breeders,.................. ,.........................Sept. 25—28 give our hearty endorsement, but when but not in stature, as she barely measSouth Windsor........................................ Sept. 25—27 .
n
nelmont
won a seven-heat race'at Dover,
it is followed by the remarkable state- ures
ures 15 hands, and is an animal of exOCTOBERr
N
N. H., last week, and a record of 2.27%.
ment
that
“
In
the
estimation
of
horseq
U
j
g
quisite
finish.
The
great
event
occurred
New Gloucester............ ............................... Oct. 2—3
Rigby Park...........................................
Oct,2—5men
r
in this section of the country the gep
Sept. 19 at a little past 5 o’clock p. m.
John C. Swasey, Esq., of Rumford
Casco....................................... *.................... Oct. 2—4
has an ugly and ridiculous gait, o
Onn the second score she got the word p?
Canton............................................................. Oct. 2—4 pacer
I
Falls
has purchased the brown horse
Norridgewock,........................................ Oct. 17—18 y which is nowhere cultivated except for acc(
accompanied by a runner. She reached n
Springvale,............................................. Oct. 2—3--4
Hector Boone 2.32%, by Venture Boone.
Acton.................................................... Oct. 9--10—11 tthe saddle,” it in nowise voices the opin- the quarter in 30% seconds, the half in
I
ion
of the horsemen in the East. The 1.01%,
1,01
Daniel Boone has had four pacers enter
the three quarters in 1.32% and
pacer
has
been
growing
in
popularity
wen
the
2.30 list this year. Annie Boone
went
under
the
wire
in
2.03%.
Of
•course
^h
CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
Pa
wi
with the most wonderful strides, and Williams
Wil
was happy and everybody wild 2.25%, Daniel C. 2.30, Fred M. 2.20%,
wt
and Tough End 2.29%.
while many may prefer the trotter, our- w
itl enthusiasm over witnessing the an
with
We want a good reliable man to repre- ge
j included, the statement made by the gres
self
greatest mile ever trotted.
A study of our 2.30 list is an object
# * ★ #
sent this paper in every town in Maine. He
Herald is the reverse of the truth of the
lef
lesson in learning which of our Maine
There
is
life
and
elasticity
to
the
bed
matter.
But
we
will
give
the
remarks
of
T1
If you cannot give first class recommend- ma
sires are the best producers both of per
ations, don’t apply. We will pay cash our
ou cotemporary in full and let our read- of a newly constructed track that is a 811
ers judge for themselves.
stro
ere
strong factor in making fast time. It formers and dams of performers.
to the right parties for all or part of their
Likewise made a record of 2.17% by
Bravo, Alix, Queen of the turf! Re- used
usef to be a common remark that “The
time for the*next few weeks. Give your ducing
the trotting record to 2.03% is track
trac is uew and fast time cannot be ex- wi
winning the first heat of the 2.23 trot at
age, former and present occupation and sot
something that rejoices the admirers of peel
pected,” but it has been learned that p
r
Providence.
Nosegay won the second
the good, square trot as against pacing, new
new tracks are the fastest, everything he
references, when you apply. Better and
heat
in
2.18
%,
and the third in 2.19.
inspires fresh hope that this re- , , 4 being equal. The new’ Galesburg
lose no time in applying. Address
ma
markable animal may yet eclipse the else
e 8e
ThCre are now live pacers with rec
of Robert J. In the estimation of track
trac is a case in point. On the other
Turf, Farm and Home, Waterville. record
ords of 2.04 or better, Robert J. 2.01%,
horsemen in this section of the country han<
hand w’e learn that Mr. Griffin upon or<
-----------------------thf
the pacer has an ugly and ridiculous nia
^
making
an examination of Mystic Park, John R. Gentry 2.03%, Joe Patchen 204,
We had regretted our inability to be gait,
£ai which is nowhere cultivated, except pronounced it worn out, and that it Mascot 2.04, and Flying Jib 2.04.
saddle, and this exception holds ^n<)1
present at the late Oxford county fair, for
(rf)< thealmost
good
nowjiere outside of Ken- could
cou^ not be made fast until it had re
A glance at the 2.30 list will show that
as we have passed many pleasant days tuc
tucky and one or two other southern ceiv
ceived an entire new coating to the ex- ^.
(
trotters
and pacers come from all combi
states. The Virginian or Kentuckian tent of some six inches in depth of se- na
there in years past, but what seemed a sta
nations of blood. No particular cross
. .
hardship proved a veritable “blessing in breeder who undertakes to sell saddle lected
ufr
horses in northern markets nowadays ec ( soil.
stands so far above the rest that it cau
♦ ♦ * >
disguise,” for according to the reports finds
that he must unteach his animals
claim
to be the best.
Union
Park,
Pittsfield,
again
opens
it
’
s
which come to us from reliable sources, the
the gait which he has taught them in orUj
der to commend them to his customers gate
gates for a meeting Friday and Satin day,
a more disgraceful scene than was en- dei
Lightning by Alcantara won a great
qOct.
c^ 5tli and 6th, which will be the last rat
acted there on Thursday never disgraced in
111 Boston and New York.
race at Providence in 2.12, 2.11%, 2.11,
* * * *
race of the season. On Friday, the first Ccoming
oi
a race-track. Not only were the rules of
within % second of the New
There is no doubt but tedious scoring <j
ay, there will be a 2.40 trot and pace for En
day,
trotting violated, but all rules of decency
England record in the third heat, in
iqo and a 2.26 trot and pace for $120. W1
$100
as well, and all for the simple reasoii detracts greatly from the enjoyment of $
which she trotted the last half in 1.04.
trotting, and that many people would at On
Qn <cSaturday, Oct. 6th at 10 A. m., there
that in the interests of a false economy tr0
It is usual to offer the most money for
the society had neglected to take out a tend
^eD who now stay away, if these vex- will be a 2.35 trot and pace for $100 and
the fastest classes, but Rigby Park offers
a
Farmer
’s race to wagon for $25. In ^hi
license from the National Association. atious delays could be avoided. Many a p
different schemes have been tried, but the
fjie jp. m a 2.30 trot and pace for $100 $1,000 for a 2.20 class, trotting, and opens
It will take years of success to counter- ^ifi
practical has resulted, and it is anf
andj a 2.24 trot and pace for $130. En- it to
1 the world, and $400 for a 2.17 class,
act the injury done through the inability nothing
n0^
tl^eg close Saturday, Sept. 29th w ith Col. trotting
and limits it to Maine horses.
of the society to call in the strong arm the
^he same thing over and over. About tries
tr<
< Morrill, Pittsfield.
of the National Association and deal out once
on( in ten times the horses will come W. G.
No horse in the list of 2.30 sires has so
punishment to those who so grossly vio- down in position for the word, and peo
fast performers out this year as
plee get tired and disgusted and many
T1
That was a great race in the 2.23 class many
11111
lated its rules. A much needed lesson P^
Alcantara: Raven (p) 2.11%, Alar 2.11%,
at
Rhode
Island
State
Fair
in
which
six^1
stay
away.
It
has
always
seemed
to
us
a
t
R
was no doubt so thoroughly learned that sta
that
there will be no occasion for its repe- ^
ia this might be very easily remedied teen horses started and there were six Lightning 2.11, Mahlon 2.13%, Allegro
heats trotted. Among the Maine bred (p)
(l1) 2.14%, Arena 2.15%, and Jed Davis
to
tition, and the mistake so costly to the to a great extent, and that a field of heat
horses
might be got away on an average steec
steeds were Wilkesmont by Kaiser 2.28% 2.10.
^.1
society, will not. if it is wise, be repeat- ^
O1
which Dr. Day of Patchen Faum, noted
j
ed. It has always been our contention of two or three scores, and in a majority whic
Pilot,
Jr. 2.21, the Province bred
recently as an exporter of fine horses to jhorse,
|O
however, that a society has the right of cases at the first attempt. It may recei
by Black Pilot 2.30% (not Black
Europe, Eldora 2.23, the fast four year- pp
under the powers given them by the have been tried and found wanting, but Eur<
Pilot 2.30 by Roscoe), did a good spring’s
f
by Elsmere, Likewise by Gideon wo
statutes, to enforce such reasonable rules *weG have never seen it. It is this. Give old filly
work this year, harrowed a large field of
Chief, dam by Daniel Boone and Nosegay no
, land and worked ahead of a yoke of
as they may make, and be sustained by the
^ie distance judge power to place the Chie
new
from the distance stand, seeing not ?a Maine bred one but formerly owned ox<
the courts in so doing, but the advantage ^horses,
101
oxen on a cart hauling stone until a few
Dr. T. N. Drake of Pittsfield. Wilkes- m(J
of the protection of the National Associ- that
^ia every one is turned and in his place by D
months ago.
and^ headed for the wire; “line them” if mon
mont was made a favorite though why
ation lies in the fact that all tracks un- anc
}
Kremlin
2.07% will not be able to start
der its protection are bound to notice all you
y°l prefer to call it that. When all are we ddon’t know’, but was drawn after the
ready let him direct them to proceed to first heat. He was, and we presume is aagain
g; this season if ever. In going a
punishment meted out to offenders by a iea
the wire, slowly at first, so that every still owmed by Wm. C. Marshall of Bel- 8slow
]o mile on what is regarded as one of
member. This is where the shoe pinches the
horse can keep on his gait, and to grad- ffast
ast Likewise w’on the first heat in the
the safest tracks in the country be made
the offender against the rules.
hor
ually inc7 ease their speed as they reach 2.17J
•# * * *
ual
2.17%, reducing his record from 2.23% a nmisstep and received a serious injury
made last year as a four-year-old. He is w
h
which
may render him permanently dis
There were some good colts and fillies the
the wire for the word. It does seem as made
this was worth a trial. In rare a bn
brown horse instead of black as given a
bl for fast work.
abled
at the Read field Fair, among them the though
tho
instances a horse might break and an- jinn tl
the dailies and is owned by E. I.
bay filly Emma' Wilkes noted elsewhere. insl
Franklin, No. Attleboro, Mass. NoseAMonroe Salisbury, expelled by the
Mr. A. J. Hersom, of Belgrade had a other
°th score be called for, but it would Fran
surely do away with hap-hazard scoiing, g
ay Awas first in the succeeding two heats jud
judges at Fleetwood Park, has addressed
gay
two-year-old brown gelding which he sur<
jn2.16%
2/
and 2.19 when the Canadian aappetition to President P. P. Johnston of
calls Dandy. He is by Echo; dam by Joe where part of the horses start for the in
wire while otheis are headed up the trott<
trotter Johnny Golddust was given his the National Association asking for a
Hopkins. Dandy Wilkes is a bay colt wir
nose and won in 2.17, 2.20 and 2.21%. ten
temporary re-instatement and the Pres
three years old by Nelson’s Wilkes; dam stretch.
str€
ident has granted his request, and Mr.
Likewise was second horse also in the ide
* * * *
Like
by American Boy son of Gen. Knox,
Salisbury can now compete on National
second heat.
Sal
We learn that the failure to secure a secoi
owned by Poole & Gordon, Vienna.
V
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Robert J. never trotted a yard di
dams. lie got but few colts in Maine
h
tracks until the expulsion is acted on by put in for $350, which was considered a knows
but they will be heard from.
bi
good price for those days.
ffrom the day he was foaled.”
the Board of Review.
goo<

Robert J. 2.01%, never trotted from
jj
There are not many associations as well
Haley, by Nelson, won the 2.19 trot at Frank I. Gibbs of Bangor has a threethe hour Jie was foaled.
p
ov
managed as the Hancock County Fair.
Dover,
N. II., but did not lower his rec- yyear-old brown gelding by Edgemark m
The officers are- workers. There were
ord.
22.16; dam by Smuggler. He stands 15% T
Haley won the 2.19 race at Dover,N.II.,
-------hhands high and is said to be a fast pacer, tv
two marshals and they were on hand to
last Wednesday. The best time was 2.20.
Robert J. failed to lower his record at
R<
-------C8
call up the horses or any driver who was
Galesburg last Friday, but paced a mile
C.
J.
Hamlin
’
s
opinion
as
to
the
2.00
d(
delayed about coming out, and there
When Carbonate (2) paced in 2.09 he in 2.03%.
pperformance is that no person now living w
were special police enough to keep the
wore hopples. So did Whirligig (3) 2.10.
track clear all the time.
-------A1
At Van Buren, Sept. 11th, a bay geld- will
v ever see a horse go a mile in harness tr
Mr. Salisbury, is receiving lots of criti- jing
ng .named Harry, made a record of 2.30. aalone in 120 seconds. “We have,” he
Editor Parlin of the Breeder has a fast
says,
“been fifty years getting down to
cism for the severity with which he (j
an some reader give us his breeding?
Can
s:
mare in Stella by Woodbrino
y<
campaigns his horses.
-------tlthe present record, and it will be a great young
------2.25%, which Bard Palmer is handling.
Cylex, by Nelson, lowered his record t;task to chip off now, and the nearer we 2.
There were only three entries to the to 22.24% at Dover, N. II. This gives him get
She lately went a mile in 2 24%, last half
g to the goal the greater will be the SI
$10,000 free-for-all trot at Rigby, and aa place in the standard ranks by per- uundertaking. You may live to see it get in 1.11%. She was them worked a slow
two for the $10,000 free-for-all pace.
mile with the last quarter at a 2.16 gait.
formance.------------------------------------------ ddown below 2.01, but I won’t, and it will m
The
dam of Stella is by Kohinoor, son of
take
a
hundred
years
to
knock
off
that
T
-------t:
As eminent a horseman as David BonWe received the detailed report of the
Volunteer. 2.15 is the mark Mr. Palmer
ner is quoted as saying he thinks the ex- Oxford County Fair at so late an hour second. I might say that I have seen V
bespeaks for her.
timers who could slice a second off in an b(
pulsion of Mr. Salisbury a mistake.
t)iat
that we were obliged to omit all but the aafternoon, but such men are not in the
Every one of the pacers with records summaries.
8um
busines any longer. They are doing duty
The locality around Kingfield prom
in 2.04 and better are trotting-bred.
where
men
of
their
kind
belong.
”
ises
is*
to be as famous for speedy (fnesas it
It is reported that the stallions Nelson
The pacing-bred pacers are not in it.
-------w
was
when Flying Eaton was owned there.
2.09 and Carldon2.10, have been matched
Directly, 2.10% the two-year-old pacer, w notice that the black gelding Thomp
An exchange speaks of a record-equal- to trot
tr for a purse of $2500 at the Rigby was bred by I. D. Cunningham of Hay- We
so
son bred in that town rece ntly took a
ing mile, a record-breaking mile and a Pari
Park meeting.
wards, Cal., a small town about fifteen rc
record of 2.27% in the second heat of a
time-annihilating mile, all in one day.
from Pleasanton.
The story of ra
Mordica, by Messenger Wilkes, won miles
H
_____
M<
race. Thompson is owned by Carroll
Thompson of Canton and was got by
When Robert J. made his record of the 52.27 pace at Dover, N. II., in 2.20%, how Mr. Cunningham came to breed the t
champion is full of interest. Three Redwood Boone son of Redwood and his
2.01%, he paced the middle half in 59% 2.21%,
2.21; 2.24%, losing the first heat to new
n
dam was by the big black son of Gen.
seconds, or at the rate of a mile in 1.59. Cyle
Cylex in 2.24%.
yyears ago Mr. Cunningham was employ; d:
-------eed on the fruit farm of Milo Knox, at k
Knox, Howe’s Bismarck.
The pacers have made the biggest senDi
Directly regained the two-year-old rec- jHaywards, and was the possessor of a
sation this year, yet the Boston Herald ord at Galesburg, Ill., last Friday, by brood mare named Mabel, a daughter of
There are few men who have pur
says the gait is ridiculous and unpopular, mak
making a mile in 2.07%, thus beating the N aubuc. a brother to Thomas Jeff erson cl
chased Maine bred ones of late who have
2.09 of Carbonate 1% seconds.
-------22.22. The dam of Mabel was a pacing hs
had better success in the selection of
The 2.12 pace and 2.20 trot at the Rig
speed
than E. I. Franklin, Esq. of No.
mare
of
rare
individual
merit,
but
of
unsj
by meeting are open to the world, and
R<
Rose L. by Olympus, made a record of 11
Attleboro, Mass. Likewise 2.17% at five
the remainder open to Maine horses 2.27;
2.27%, at Calais. Olympus is looming traced breeding. One day Mr. C. sug A
years and second horse in 2.16%, Imo
only.
up aas a sire, both of performers and dams gested to Mr. Knox the thought of breed- ye
gene (4) 2.28% were bred by one man, J.
performers. Tomah 2.12%, now the ing
11 Mabel, and requested Mr. Knox’s ge
of p<
W. Oliver of North Freeman, Me., while
The new track at Galesburg, Ill., has ffastest
ast(
Maine-bred trotting gelding, is 0opinion regarding what horse to select W
Mr. Franklin’s bay pacing gelding Tom
for the union. “Direct, by all means,” M
ou{.,of a mare by Olympus.
come into prominence at the first bound, out
replied Mr. Knox, “he is the best horse L. was purchased within a few miles of
_____
r<
holding the world’s trotting record of
in the state.” “But,” said Mr. Cunning- th
the place where the other two colts were
. It is by no means certain that two K
2.03%.
bred.
minutes is the limit of the pacer. It ham, “I cant stand $150 service fee, it’s bi
narold, sire of Maud S. 2.08%, is the ma
— :o:—
may tie up the trotter, but the chances out
0 of the question.” “Well,” responded
sire of Hartford, the sire of Robert J. are that a side wheeler will in time be Mr. K., “that is just what you can
St. Croix Jr. met last week at Nar2.01%, and of Attorney, sire of the dam produced
‘ .
ragansett Park in the three-year-old trot
It won’t pay you to breed to a ra
that has speed enough to step stand.
81
of Alix 2.03%.
£y°e.
by even two minutes.—American Sports- Ppoor horse, and the best is always in the ting classes, some of the best colts of the
country. The original entry was that of
end the cheapest.” The conversation co
At the New York State Breeders meet- man,________________________________ e]
L. A. Copeland, which has been trans
ended
here,
but
the
owner
of
Mabel
-------e]
ing the Maine bred horse Wilkesmont by
ferred to T. G. Burleigh of Vassalboro.
0
Tl
The
Seer
was
third
and
well
up
in
each
w
went
to
his
work
in
the
orchard
thinking
Kaiser; dam by Gen. Withers, won the
other Maine bred ones which
On his return to dinner he Among
Aj
heat; at Providence, in 2.15%, 2.14%, seriously.
st
2.26 class trotting, in 2.20%, 2.20%, 2.23. heat
2.13%, and beat the crack California ii
informed Mr. Knox that he would fol- started there were Likewise(4)2.23%,Imo
_____
2.13;
(4) 2.28%, Eldora (4) 2.23, Jack
low his advice and requested that gen- gene
&e
Mary Best and Carldon, both Grand Cir- lc
Axtell 2.12, has put seven into the 2.30 Mar;
Wyman 2.25 and Minnie L. In the 2.20
tieman to arrange with Mr. Salisbury for W
list this season, five of them being two- cuit winners, in every heat. He also beat tl
the services of Direct, which was done. class, Fred Wilkes, Merrill (p) 2.24%,
year-olds, one three and one four, and a the jgreat J. M. D. the first two heats, tl
et<
etc., etc.
four-year-old has lowered his record to but 1the latter finished second in the last,
2.17%, and Axtell is only eight years old. which
whic gave him third money.
2.04 doesn’t look like the barrier at
HORSE HAIRS.
wl
Bree ding the trotter and pacer is prac
which the fast ones were to stop much
One swallow does not make a summer,
Br
loi
tically in its infancy. But four or five
longer. Alix 2.03%, Joe Patchen (p)
neither does the fact that Patronage tical
The Alcantaras are coming to the front 2.(
2.04, John R. Gentry (p) 2.03% and
sired Alix 2.03%, or Hartford Robert J. crosses
crosi of performing blood can be found
a great rush.
w
Robert J. 2.01%, are just examples of
(p) 2.01%, prove that his special line of in a pedigree at the present time. What with
“:o:—
th
the way they are going this year. The
breeding will produce the next trotting can be expected when ten or twelve
Fantasy 2.06, is the way the record for £.(
2.00 mark is in view and as Robert J.
cesses of performing blood will be found
queen or pacing king. They may spring ciT)8t
has paced two quarters in races in nine
At that time even a aa four-year-old filly now reads.
from an entirely different combination.
back of a star?
—:o:
be
better than 30 seconds, he is of course
-------greater fiight of speed for a mile than
grea
St. Croix Jr.’s position was 4, 5, 4 in aa hot favorite for the position of the
been seen may be looked for.—
Mr. Wm. Russell Allen the owner of has ever
(
the
2.40 class for three year olds at Nar- 2,(
2.00 annihilator.
American Sportsman.
Kremlin 2.07%, the horse scratched in Amc
ragansett Park last week in 2.19, 2.18%,
-------ra
G. M. II.
the big stallion race at Mystic, writes to
2.18. He was driven by Carpenter and
The
the Turj\ Field and Farm concerning his
TTi roan filly Lady Alcy now holds 2.
the
England record for two-year- got
g< fourth money.
injury as follows: Dr. Baker of Chicago ^
ie New
"
MUSCOVITE, 2.18.
olds.
At
Narraganset
Park
she
won
the
visited him and reports: “He has sub- ob
Merrill
the
pacer,
which
by
his
record
tained an injury, probably a sprain of first heat in the 2.32 race in 2.19, and the
takes standard rank, has been showing a
Muscovite 2.18, is a chestnut horse
the inner branch of the suspensory liga- second
8©C0] heat in 2.19%. Lady Alcy is by
foajed in 1885, got by Nutwood; dam
Alcyo, and her dam was by the Maine fast clip among the fleet side wheelers of fo;
ment of the right hind leg.”
Alcy
states. A 2.15 record is within his Re
Reina Victoria (dam of Princeton 2.19%)
horse Fred Lothair by Lothair, and from other
o1
-------hors
grasp
this season.
by Hambletonian 10, and his second dam
Tt was a little hard on Isaiah Pompilly him she gets her roan color. She made
—:o:—
is Hyacinth by Volunteer. Muscovite
record of 2.37 and we saw her
to ask him to judge in a race at Mystic a yearling
ye:
Johnnie
Wilkes
2.27%,
has
had
a
big
ws
was bred by the late J. C. McFerran,
in which Dr. Carmichael the man whom go a half-mile over Mystic in 1.15% with
stud service this season and will not be Lc
Louisville, Ky. and he made his record
st
he expelled, was allowed under a tem- a break.
br<
started in any races. His patrons num- of 2.18 at Independence, Iowa, Oct. 25th
-------st
porary re-instatement, to take part, but
1892. There are but few horses bred
as the expulsion was not done through
Frank Ilerdic, the pool seller, owned ber rather more than sixty. The bay son 18!
Fr
stronger in trotting lines than Muscovite,
Geraldine, the dam of. Robert J. 2.01%. of
01 Wilkes can go quite a merry clip for str
personal spite, and the re-instatement Gera
he
he being by one of the greatest living
She was a little gimpy mare,” said the work he has had.
legal, he did it
“She
—
:o:
—
sir
sires, and out of the great brood mare
Frank while speaking of her recently,
Fran
Reina Victoria. As would be expected
Imogene 2.28%, is a four-year-old to Ke
and 1 think 2.37 was the fastest mile
The black stallion Joe Patchen was “and
be added to the Maine 2.30 list. She is from such breeding, it resulted not only
bred by Charles Rathburn, Peabody, she (ever trotted. I sold her to Robert J. bi
owned
by E. I. Franklin, No. Attleboro, in a trotter, with a record of 2.18, but
Walker, who then owned the stallion 0
1
Kan. A few years ago he owned a little C. W
and was bred by J. W. Oliver, in a sire. In 1893 his son Lion Moscow,
Hartford. Geraldine’s first two foals by Mass.,
M
humped-up pacing mare that was used Hart
foaled in 1890, made a record as a threePine Orchard Farm, No. Freeman, Me. foJ
as a cow pony,and bred her to Joe Young, that horse were trotters, but never P
year-old, of 2.21% at Montreal, P. Q.
Iler sire, Imaus, was by Princeps, son ye:
He got a filly that had a good way of go- amounted
amoi
to anything. When the third II
From such breeding great results may
ing, but very little speed. This filly was colt 1(now Robert J ) came Champ Brown of Woodford Mambrino, and her dam by Fr*
Shooting Star 2.36, son of Flying Eaton, be reasonably expected, and it looks as
bred to Patchen Wilkes, and Bhe pro- aske*
asked me to come over and see it. The SI
though Muscovite would be no exception
The dam of Imaus was by Messenger, th<
duced Joe Patchen. The latter was a little
little fellow was only a few hours old T
and he carries the blood of Rysdyk's to the rule, and that as time passes, his
big, coarse colt, mixed gaited, and when when
whei I saw him first. I made him get ai
name will become more and more prom
Hambletonian, American Star and Nig- na
a tliree-year-old was sold to Mr. Taylor, up, aand away he wiggled at a pace, and II
inent as a sire.
g( Lance in his second, third and fourth inc
together with the dam, the colt being Brown
Brov lias iold me that as far as he ger

TURF,

6

FARM AND HOMR
------------------------------------ .—..

ECHOES FROM THE FAIRS.

________

a

2.20. Haley, the fast son of Nelson was
entered in this race, but the track was
ente:
in such a condition that his owner did
not dare to take the chances to start
him. He won his race at Dover, N. II.,
’
last week and is entered at the Breeders’
Meeting the week following.
One of the most promising colts exhibited at the Gorham fair was the threeyear-old
stallion Prince Wilkes. He is a
^eaJ'
seal brown
i
colt foaled in 1891, stands 15-3
hands and weighs 1,000 lbs.; sired by
Bayard Wilkes, 2.13%; dam by Inca, son
of Constellation, he by Almont. IndividuaHy
he is a very handsome and prom
u<
ising colt, isstylish,upheaded, has good
ising
knee action and a born trotter. He is
owne
owned by N. B. Lane of Scarboro.
“Dibtgo.”

RACES AT NORWAY.

—

- ■ ■ -

PHILLIPS FAIR.

1
t*
Franklin Agricultural
2.37 trotting—Purse $200.
1The North
Elliott Bros, of Bowdoinham exhibited
1
Dot
Donna, blk m, Nelson,
✓
5 111 So<
Society has taken a new lease of ilfe and
sit the State Fair a very handsome and
Patience, blk m,
22 3 8
a strong
one too, we should say from
Belle Wilkes, blk m, Smith,
77 2 2 a
S'
promising three-year-old stallion by NelRoxy, br m, Twombly,
43 4 3 w
v
j
Ro>
what
we
saw there. The track has been
son 2.09; dam by Mambrino Pilot; 2d
Princess Nelson, brm, Yates,
35 7 5
Don Carlos, ch s, Gregg,
0 4-04 per
renovated, a commodious grand stand
dam by Tom Hal; 3d dam by Gray Eagle.
Emma P, b m. Jenkins,
8r 8 6
.
and a handsome exhibition hall
Nellie Pratt, ch m, Russell,
9 9 9 8 built
DU1
He is a beautiful bay with black points,
1 6 5dis erected near the entrance.
’
Lou Seer, b in, Hutchins,
The patrons
starids 15-2% hands, a finely finished one
Time, 2.3414 . 2.3814, 2.32^, 2.34‘4.
Of
of 1these grounds are well-to-do people
at every point and shows lots of speed.
Three-Year-Old—Purse $80.
’j
and they are loyal to the association.
Lou Westland, br f,
11 an(
Elliot Bros, make aspecialty of first-class
I
cor
Comealus, ch g, Smith.
2 3 Th:
This year’s exhibition has been very suc
roadsters and gentlemen’s drivers, and
Emma
f, Barrett,
4 2
i
*;nu Westland.br
cessful financially and with one more
Victor
E, ch g, Jordan.
3 4 C6S
always have on hand for sale some good
Time, 2.37^, 2.41.
g
OC season the society will be in prime
i
good
Bargains in first-class stock, and if you
2.34
Class
—
Purse
$200.
COD
condition.
The iirst day, Tuesday was
are in want of a trotter or roadster at'
Errol, gr h, JenkinR,
13 11 Aa
*..
Err<
cattle
day
and
there was a good showing
any time, drop them a line.
Hector Bonne, blk s,
4 13 6
Bell
Belle Wilkes, blk m, Melcher & Smith, 3 2 2 2 of
1
of heavy
cattle and the coarser breeds of
Wm. McFarland, the groom who was’
Belle D, br in. Thayer,
2 5 5 4
J^}}
cows but dairy stock was Bearce and
Belle Deane, br m, Jordan,
0 4 4 5 COV
found dead in the cars at Gorham, worked
PopCorn, brm, Russell,
5 6 0 3 ihard to find. When the farmers of the
Pop
------------------------------Che:
Chestnut, ch c, Jason Russell,
7 7 dis
for A. J. Libby of Gardiner, and took[
Time, 2.33‘4,2.32 X, 2.32l4,2.32.
San
Sandy River valley get their eyes open to
TIGNISH, P. E. I.
care of the trotter Stanley 2.17. Mr.
the good opening offered by the dairy
2.45 Class—Purse $150.
Libby says he was the best man among•
Sidnut, blk 8, Hutchins,
2 12 2 1 jnd
industries and improve their stock with
.
About
six
hundred
people
assembled
horses that he ever had work for him;
-Ab
Philippe, b s, Smith Bros,
12 2 12
pf availing themselves of its man
R, b g, Crooker,
4 33 3 4 a
a view
Vl
on Riverside Park, Sept. 11th to witness Doctor
was never known to strike the horses or• 011
Mamie Withers, ch m,
3 4 4 4 3 ifold advantages, their fairs and cattle
what
proved
to
be
a
very
interesting
race
vict
Victor
Wilkes,
b
s,
5
5
dis
1101
abuse them in any way, and was a great
Time, 2.40z^, 2.34l4z, 2.33^, 2.36^, 2.37Xday
days will be more interesting and varied
The day was as fine as could
lover of all animal kind. He was an old[ meeting.
m^et
2-Year-Old Race—Purse $50.
and
and
they will be richer in purse. We
L
be
desired
and
the
track
in
A
No.
1
consoldier and his remains were taken in
de
Emma Westland, br f, Norris,
1 1 w
__ glad to see that ma1 iy of the young
were
dition. The following gentlemen con- Neu
Nemo, b c, Buck,
2 2 wei
oharge by the G. A. R. of Gorham.
ditioi
Time, 3.11, 2.43Sb
mei
men are casting their eyes thitherward
Mr. S. Farrington of Portland, showed sented
sente to act as officers for the day. Mr.
Ladies Harnessing and Driving.
and
and we expect next year to see a good
A.
A.
McNeill,
Alberton,
starter,
Mr.
at the Gorham fair a handsome 15 months
Time show of the “yallar” cows.
James
Miss Dora Brady, West Minot,
4.05
8110
old stallion sired by Col. West, and out ^
am€ Christopher, Tignisli and Mr. Miss
Mrs MC Morrill, Gray,
3.14*4
qThe second day brought out the horses
John
2.55% ,
of a Hambletonian mare, that was a per- J°^
in McLellan, St. Louis, timer, Mr. Mrs Kate Lamb, North Windham,
in
Daniel
O
’
Brien,
Mr.
F.
J.
Buoti,
acting
q
Gipsy M. gave an exhibition mile in in good numbers. Phillips has had ad
feet beauty. He is a seal brown, weighs
of a high order in the way of
as
secretary.
The
first
race
rung
up
was
2.1fl
2.I914,
breaking the former track record ^vantages
an
800 lbs.; he took second premium at the as se<
high bred horses and the result is just
of
2.2314.
higl
the
3
minute
class
and
the
following
o
f
2
Rigby Horse Fair and captured the blue ^ie '
beg
beginning to be felt. If we had space it
3.00 Class—Purse $150.
ribbon at Gorham. Mr. Farrington also horses answered the bell, drawing posi
would afford us great pleasure to men
C
Heald,
Fancy
Boy,
1
1
1
WO1
tions
in
the
order
named.
Maud,
Smugc
B
had the dam of this colt on the grounds ^ons
J A Brooks, Mountain Maid,
2 2 2 tioiJ
tion some of the good ones shown be
gler,
with a handsome three months old colt ^
er’ Musician, Presto, Tickling Nellie Hutchins, Slide,
334 ,
fore the grand stand.
We have only
A Frothingham, Peter F,
4 4 3 fore
and Pathfinder
and they got away on the W
at foot by Westland.
and
1
A. L Stanwood, Lalla Rookh
5 5 5 time for a few. Geo. A. French showed
5th score
s
5tli
with Smuggler about two Brett,
Bret Hector Wilkes,
6 (klr
M. L. Littlefield of West Gorham lengths
|en(r^
Time, 2.37X, 2.37^, 2.3714.
aa fil
fine mare with foal by Alcyone. N. P.
back.
The heat was won
showed a four year-old stallion by West- by p
x
Harris of Salem exhibited his standard
Green Horses—Purse $100.
Hai
Presto
with Pathfinder a close second,
land, dam by Daniel Boone. He is a fine the third going the same.
W pA Frothingham, Westover,
111 bre<
bred stallion recently brought from Ver
J}H
F Aboott, Belle Marie,
22 2
looking one and shows fast.
Rivi
mont. N. Willard of West Freeman
3 4 3 nioi
Rivekside Park, July 11, 3.00 class—purse J F Howland, Ben Van.
W HH Mitchell, Col Taylor,
4 3 4 -vW
D. E. Hooper of East Deering showed $200,
*20°, divided.
<3
showed
a beauty of a two year old chest
S
R
Hutchins,
Gardr,
5
5
5
8110
Presto, g m by Young Anfield, Ramsev,
111
j
pathfii
Wheeler
& Bumpus. Leelawn,
6 d r nut
nut colt that weighed 1030.
a three-year-old stallion called Tom II. Pathfinder,
Will At
bn by Dean Swift, Smith,
2 2 2 "
ne
Time,
2.49
1
4
,
2.45^,
2.42^.
Fiske, sired by Floyd’s Nelson, son of Smuggler, b g by Dean Swift, Merrigan, 3 3 3
wood
of
Wilton
attracted
a
good
deal of
Tickling Nellie, 0 m by Abdallah Messenger,
Free-for-all—Purse $200.
Nelson; dam a Hambletonian. This colt 1C Ke
Kehor,
4 4 4 Gregg, Gipsy M. .
Ill attention with his black driving horse.
Musician,
b
h
by
Physician,
5
d
r
stands 16 hands, weighs 1150 lbs, color Musici
Russell, Black Nathan,
2 2 2 One
One of the most attractive colts on the
Time, 2.58, 3.00, 3.01.
B
arr
Barrett,
Waveland,
3 3 3
bay with two white feet behind. He is SAMB
grounds was a three-year-old chestnut
Time, 2.27, 2.27, 2.21.
gro
Same Day, 2 year old race, half-mile heats purse
$15, di
divided.
a beauty.
2.28 Class—Purse $200.
by 3a son of Nelson out of a Gen. Knox
Hones
Honest Tom, ch g by French Allright.
F. A. Berry of Buxton, had on exliibCai
C M Thompson, Thompson,
112 1 mai
mare,owned by N.U.Hinckley of Phillips.
Casey,
2 11 CM
2 2 12
b c by French Allright, MeO P Farrington, Nichols,
ition a very fine pair of three-year-old Convincer,
ConCarthy,
clr
Some one will see a valuable an
Foss, Erroll,
3 4 3 3 oon
12 2 Foss
Gregg, Griftin,
4 3 4 4 • _
Time, 1.54, 1.40l4,1.56‘i.
Greg
mares that attracted lots of attention.
imal here in the very near future. The
Thayer,
Hebron,
5
5
d
r
The 2.40 class was next called when rhaj
One was sired by Gen. Mack, the other
Time, 2.2914,2.27^, 2.30, 2.29trotting
trot
in the afternoon was very
following horses answered the bell,
by Don Phallas. '! hey were good size, the
^he fc
Running Race—Purse $20, $10, $5.
S
pjr
spirited.
The society showed their blood
drawing
11 ,
good gaited and very promising.
drawi positions in the order named. Gold Dust,
2 2 by refusing to allow one of the horses to
Dumont, Little Joker and Maud E. They Colonel
{Dandy Dick,
3 3 star
start as it was murmured that she was
Mr. Chas. Hanson of Gorham, showed
Time, 2.03^,2.04.
on the 7th score. Maud E. took
a very fine four-year-old stallion called got away
<P
not what she claimed to be and so she
lead on the first turn and up the
Consolation Race.
King;. He was sired by Chas. H. Wilkes, the
^0^
did not appear.
Belle Deane, br in, Jordan,
111
™
son of Dan Wilkes; his dam by Daniel back to the next turn w hen her over- Belle
Following
are the summaries of the
Don (Carlos, eh s, Gregg,
3 2 2
r'
draw
became
unfastened,
striking
her
in
Pop
Corn,
brm,
Russell,
2
d
r
8
ecc
Lambert. This horse stands 15-2%
second
day:
Emma P, s m, Jenkins,
6 3 3
Emu
hands, weighs 1070 lbs., color bay, and a the eye
e; and she went off her feet badly Nellie
Pratt, ch m. Russell,
4 4 4
3.00 class—Purse $75.
and
soon
fell
back
to
last
place,
Little
i^ila
I^llah
Rooke,
b
m,
Stanwood,
5 d r Kitt
’ Durock, ch m by Durock, Gould,
Kitty
1 1 1
better set of limbs were never placed ant^S<
Time, 2.36 >4, 2.37X-2.34^.
*
Butcher, Wilber,
2 2 3
Joker
and
Dumont
fighting
hard
for
first
under a horse. Mr. Hanson is having an
Mini
Minnie Boone, b m by Daniel Boone,Horne, 4 3 2
Jayb
Jaybel, b s by Jay Bird, Partridge,
3 4 4
electrotype made of this horse and we place which was won by Little Joker.
Dixie D, ch g by Harry Knox. Skofield,
dis
RACES AT ORRINGTON.
Ladj Powers, b in by Black Ben, Doyen,
Lady
dis
shall soon be able to present to our read- The next heat was won by Little Joker,
Dumont a close second and Maud E.
Time, 2.44X, 2.45, 2.43.
ers a cut and further partiulars of this
2.35 class—Purse $100.
e:
horse, and also a description of his other away back. By consent of the judges (;Gentlemen
’s Working and Driving Horses—
Oliver
111
Purse $12.
2
liv< B, br s by Daniel Boone, Oliver,
Maud
E
’
s
driver
was
changed
and
Smith
purs
stock and farm, which is known as Little
Boone, b s by Bronze, Landers,
3 2 2
Gen.
Hancock, G W Reed
1 1 1 *’Bronze
ro11
was
put
behind
her.
The
next
two
heats
Mauc
Harry
8,
b
g
by
Brown
Rolfe,
Worthley,
2
3 3
Maud H, A M Huston
2 2 2 Harr
Rochester Stock Farm.
W<ls
Time, 2.39M, 2.40,2.40^.
3 3 3
were won by Maud E. The fifth heat Gipsey,
Gijps< Wm Lane
No time was tak<»n.
Ji
Judges, E. K. Woodbury, Elisha Brad
Woodbury Brothers of Duck Pond, an(
r.
andj race
was won byv Little Joker.
Thi
Three-minute Class; purse $20.
ford
ford, N. P. Harris. Timers, A. B. Dolalso had on the grounds their hand
2.40 class—Purse $40, divided.
John H, J Ellingwood
111 . .
bier, N. P. Harris.
Harvey
. 5 2 2 bier
some four-year-old stallio n Prince West- Little,
Little Joker, b g by Harry Messenger, Dr.
if^
rv L, R A Buxton
Telephone, F II Arey
2 3 3
Denoyey,
113
2
1
land. He was foaled in 1891, bred by Maud E, brm by Dean Swift. Brennan &
June,
F
A
Dillingham
4
4
4
V,Vne
3 5 5
E. J. Chenery of Deering, and is
Sm
Smith,
3 3 112 Riverside, M W Hervey
RACES AT SALEM.
Mercury,
E H Smith
7 6 6
Dumont,
b
g
by
Dean
Swift,
Coraoy,
2
2
2
3
3
j"
erc
one o( the most promising of Westland’s 1)1111101 Time, 2.59,2.57, 2.56, 2 54, 2.56.
Bess,
0 7 7
15es8’ Geo H Homer
No time
get. His sire Westland, has a record of SSami
ame Day, Green Race, purse $15, divided.
Saturday of last week the people of
Four-year-olds
;
purse
$15.
v 1 1 1 Expectation,
Exile
2.29%. and is the only stallion in New Pilot 3Maid, bl m by Pilot R, Ashton,
F A Dillingham
ill Sale
Salem
got up an oat race which created
Duvar, b g by Dean Swift,
24 2 Hancock
Hanc
Chief, G M Reed
2 2 2
England having a dam and grandam the Folly
Polly BR, b in by Pilot R, Coughlan,
62 3 Satar
Satan, H M Smith
3 3 3 no eend of fun. There were two classes,
Katie
Physician,
g
m
by
Physician,
Bulger,
3
3
4
dams of 2.20 performers. The dam of Maud
1
No time.
tho (
Maud E, Jr, b m by Royal Dean, Platts,
44 5
the green race and the free-for-all. Fol
Prince Westland was Annie McGregor, Minnie May, b m by Al'lrignt Jr, Chappell, 5d r 2.55 Class; nurse $22.
inw:
lowing
are the summaries:
Maud
12 11 10
W1
Time, 8.17^, 3.18, 3.15.
Maud H, A M Houston
a daughter of the monach of the home
John
H, J L Ellingwood
2 12 2
Free-for all. 3 in 5.
Edward O. Connor.
}^rr
Harry L, R A Buxton
3 3 3 3
stretch, Robert McGregor, 2.17%. He
111
- -----------------------------Telep
Telephone, F H Arey
4 4 fldr Lottie L, Fred Ellsworth,
Florence
E, Geo Harris,
2 2 2
No time.
£
lor<
trotted a quarter last season in 33 seconds
RACES AT FOXCROFT.
Tonu
Tommy, Ed Wills.
3 3 3
without shoes or boots and was 21 years
__________
Get
Gents’ Driving Horses; purfce $12.
Time, 8.14, 3.03,3.11.
Merci
Mercury,
E H Smith
1 1
of age. Prince Westland is not only a
Green Horse Race.
Felix,
2 2
3.00 Class Trotting.
Felix F H Arey
June, F A Dillingham
3 3 Fairj
Fairy Queen, Fred Ellsworth,
1 1 i
richly bred fellow but is individually a Sable Dudley,
I
blk g by Al Dudley, MePirate,
4 dr Mode
Moderate, Ed Lovejoy,
2 2 2
Kechme,
i 1 i Pirat
' H A Ryder
very promising one. He is a beautiful Flora*?
No
time.
Jame
James
M,
W
3
Lovejov,
3
3 3
Flora Belle, so m, Monroe
2 2 3
Time, 3 45,3.41, 3 30.
Pat,» ch
3 3 2
p
r
bay and will stand at maturity about 16 Pat
ch g, Palmer,
Premiums
were
awarded
as
follows:
Time, 2 42, 2.2.5214, 5.52^.
yy
The
Working horses, best four-year-old,
1 judges were W. S. Heath, Geo,
hands and weigh 1100 lbs. or more.
2.33 Class, trot and pace.
H
Vose and N. P. Harris.
II (4
G Hewey, 1st.
Vost
The last day of the Gorham fair was a Quiver, b g, by Indus, Palmer,
2111
B
e three-year-old, II G Hewey, 1st.
Best
T, br s by Aroostook Boy, Twom
great day for the Nelsons. Cylix, the Colonel
C°I<biy
Gent’s driving horse, R C Nye, 1st.
bly,1
1 2 2 2
Book cabinets are cheaper than ever
Cornwallace, ro g, Edgerly,
3 3 3 3
n
chestnut pacer by Nelson, won his race Tokay
Best
four-year-old, G M Reed, 1st, E. befo:
Tokay,* ch s, Burrill,
4 4 4 4
15
e
>efore. At Paine’s Furniture Wareeasily in three straight heats, and re
Time, 2.33 , 2.32 *4, 2.32 l4z, 2.32
IIurc
Hurd, 2d.
roon
'ooms, in Boston, a double cabinet built
duced his record from 2.26% to 2.26%;
Wagon Race.
Be
Best three-year-old, E C Hurd, 1st.
offf S(J
solid oak, with glass doors, Colonial
Pratt, Dover, Von Etta,
1 11
Silver Street, a daughter of Nelson, won CWilbur
mou
C Dow, Charleston, Etta Fogg,
2 22
moulding, gflleried back, and five
the free-for-all race in 2.20%, 2.21, 2.21, W
wD
Bl
I) Blethen,
Dover,
3 3
3No is the time to subscribe for the shel
Now
shelves, carrying 175 volumes, is offered
Dover, Lightfoot,
4 44
after dropping the first heat to Hallie in M
MA
A Warren,
"
Time, 3.12,3.03, 3.06.
TUR]
Turf, Farm and Home; $1 a year.
at
it oi
only $13. Why not secure one.

%

TURF,

FARM AND

7

HOME.

ing st
so he distanced every one of his com
ing
petitors in that heat. The distanced
petite
Th<j
The October Races Put Forward One horses were allowed however, as a sort
of CO
consolation race to start again for
Day,_________________ of
-----------secon
second, third and fourth money. So that
resulted in practically two races, and
At a meeting of the Rigby Directors it resi
h
e]( last week, the programme scheduled we
held
we have
^ia made up the summaries in that
way.
ffor
or October 1, 2, 3 and 4, was declared wa
y*
off. There were but three entries fdr R
Read
eadifield, Sept. 18—Purse $50 for Green Horses
trot ;and pace.
trot
the
the $10,000 free-for-all pace. The dates chain
Chain Lightning (p) ch g by Griffin, Damren,
111
ooff tthe October meeting were changed to
Mystic Girl, br m, McCausland,
2 2 2
2, <3, 4 and 5, and the following pro- Dora M, br m, Manter,
3 3dis
, j
Sam, b
bl g, Lawler,
dis
g
ra]
gramme accepted:
Time, 2.45, 2.38%, 2.36%.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2.
Same
ab Day—Purse $50 for County Stallions
Prince Fearnaught, bl h, Tilton,
1
2.50 Class. Trotting. Purse $200.
All'ant Boy,b h, Lamson,
Alcantara
dis
Victor Jr, b h, Reynolds,
dis
2.20 Class. Pacing.
Purse $500.
Victor
Gen.
h, Ellis,
dis
2. Class. Trotting. Purse $300.
2.28
Gen- *Fearnaught, chTime,
2.31%.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.
>
S8ame
Day, Race for distanced horses.
Alcantara Boy, b h, Lamson,
12 2 1
2.33 Class. Trotting. Purse $200.
^lcunt
Victor Jr, b h, Reynolds,
2 13 3
2.12 Class. Pacing. Purse $1,000.
GenFi
Gen
Fearnaught, ch h, Ellis,
3 3 12
2. Class. Trotting. Purse $300.
Time, 2.36%, 2.35%, 2.43, 2.48.
2.24
SSame
ame^jDay—Purse $50, Rowen’s Special, for get
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.
of Alcantara Boy, Foals of 1892.
Winnever, b J, Walker,
1 1
2.40 Class. Trotting. Purse $200.
Winne
Edwin
C, b c, Gilley,
2 2
2.17 Class. Pacing.
Purse $500.
^errv^Wilkes,
Jerry
ch c, Ward,
3 4
2.
2.20 Class. Trotting. Purse $1,000
Waliac b c, Towns,
Wallace,
4 3
Time, 3.42, 3.43%.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5,
Harry C., b g, breeding unknown, Dyer 110 1
Second Day.
Index, b h, Andrews
2 3 0 3!
9
Class. Trotting. Purse $400.
Daisy
bin, Hinckley
3 3 0 2
“2.17
•
The
weather
was cloudy in the fore
Dai Bell,Time,
Special events.
2.34%, 2.34%, 0.00, 2.39.
b]
noon, and the time was taken with the
The 2.12 pacing class and 2.20 trot are exam
’
Harry
C. is a roughly gaited bay geldT
1
examination
of stock.
The first class
open to the world, the remainder open was for best family horse driven to a
ing,
in^ but can go well as his three winning; ope
races
to Maine horses only.
rac here show.
road, 1wagon by a lady, and the premiums
-4.4.
*4-^4road
The free-for-all trot was a clean, easyr
A committee was appointed to ar- were awarded as follows. W. P. Roberts,
4. k /
were
victory
for Orono Boy. C. T. L. was not ranj
range a series ofr matched
races.
Readf
v*c
Readfield, 1st; R. Russell, Readfield, 2d;
It is thought one may be arranged be- F
It
inJthe best of condition and labored conF. L. Philbrick, Fayette, 3d; and J. II.
tween Nelson, Ralph Wilkes, Ryland T., Black, Readfield, 4tli. In the class for
siderably
to go his gait. Orono Boy was5 twe
81
aa.better
horse than we have ever seeni Car
Carldon, and possibly Early Bird.
Gentl
b
Gentlemen’s Drivers the requirements
j
-----------------------him,
and
Black
Prince,
supposed
to
be
1111
were
RACES AT NORRIDGEWOCK.
^tlnd that all unsound horses, and all
outclassed,
showed himself quite a horseou
standing under 15% hands in height
forr one eligible to the 2.33 class. When1
-----------slioul
should pot be eligible to compete. Con
Orono
Boy stepped the third quarter in1 22.50
5 Class; purse $100.
^r<
seque
sequently of the dozen or more which
Chain Lightning, ch g
111
34%
’ seconds and the last half of his thirdI Chai
appeared, about half were thrown out #
Mystic Girl, b m
2 3 2 appea
mile in 1.10%, the crowd gave three rous-’ Aiea
Aleantara Boy, b g
3 2 3 from the competition.
This narrowed
Carrie
C,
b
m
7
4
4
Irora
ing cheers as the horse lowered his mark Appleton, b s
4 5
the fi<
field down to six, and of these the
Alvin Wilkes, b s
6 7
% of
Alvi
1 a second to 2.24%.
premiums were awarded as follows: J.
Victor Wilkes, b s
5 6
premi
Free-for-all trot—Purse $300.
Time, 2.38%, 2.35, 2.35.
w
W. M
Maxim, Winthrop, 1st; II.H. Tibbetts
Orono Boy, blk g bv Island Chief, Page
111
2.36 ClaBs: purse $100.
DaI -v
C. 1T. L., ch g Ames
3 2 2 > 2.3
C.
Belgrade,
2d; W. P. Roberts, Readfield,
Alta Rosa, im
1211 15elKr
Black Prince, blk g, Hopkins
2 3 3 l Alta
Little Actor, b g
2 1 2 2 3d:
Time, 2.29, 2.28%, 2.21 %.
Littl
3d; ai
and F. A. Wyman, Livermore Falls,
Kit 'Van Cliff, b m
3 6 4 3
’
Kit
qThe judges were G. M. Hatch, starter;; Cant
4th. Next came the matched pairs, and
Canton, b g
4 3 5 4 4th.
Gen.
Fearnaught,
ch
s
5
5
6
x.
fine £good looking teams came out. Of
N. B. Dyer, Millbridge, and Geo. D. Per-■ Dotty W., blk m
6 4 4
nne
Time, 2.30, 2.22%, 2.32%, 2.33.
these the premiums were awarded as
rry,
y, Machias, associates. On the last dayr .
p
r> Smith took the place of Mr. Perry,(
--------------follov
follows: II. A. Dexter, Wayne, 1st; M. S.
Dr.
Gordon,
Vienna, 2d; and H. II. Tibbetts,
KENNEBEC COUNTY FAIR.
Gord<
who was obliged to return home.
qThe people are with the CherryfieldI
_____
Belgr
Belgrade, 3d.
3.00 Class; purse $100,
Fai and make it a success by their
Fair
rp
The Kennebec county Agricultural
In tthe afternoon the weather became
Harry C, b g, G H Dyer
1 11
presence. Some fine ball games were’ g
0();
Denver, br g, C G Andrews
2 4 2 pre
threatening
and occasionally the rain be
Society
we
believe
is
the
oldest
county
threal
Dr. Day, b g, G H Cleaves
3 2 3 played
T
and the crowd fairly went wild1 or
g?
organization
in the state, and began busi- gan t<
to fall, not in showers, but a dull
Trusty Boy Jr, blk li W W Rumball
4 3 4 l)ia
Time, 2.42, 2.37%, 2.36%.
wlp
when
the Cherryfield youthful contingentJ nesfc
drizzle, not enough however, to cause a
ness in the good old days of Dr. Ezekiel drizzl
beat the West Sullivans in an 11 inning’ Holmes, and the present is something postp*
There was also a walking race in which bea
postponement of the races. Isaiah Pomgame by a score of 2 to 3. There were1 like
]
Joe, entered by E. Donald, won.
gar
pilly 1was the starter and the time must
its sixty-third annual fair.
piBy
three or four ball games each day and
On the second day there occurred the tlir
Like most things which have grown have fseemed decidedly slow to him after
several bicycle races.
ven<
2.50 and 2.35 classes. The starters in sev
starting the fast fields at Mystic the pre
venerable with age, it clings to the tra- startii
the 2.35 class were Black Prince by Gen.
ditions and methods of the past, and the vious week.
ditii
Hancock Jr., Vinal Haven and Bonnie.
TROTTING AT SCARBORO.
won
The first race called was for foals of
wonder grows that it has survived so
The
Black Prince won in straight heats,
many years. Printers ink finds no favor 1892, and it was won in a jog by Emma
mar
though in the third it looked as if - BonF the purse of free-to-all members of with the management, and such an in- Wilke
For
Wilkes, a bay filly by Nelson’s Wilkes;
nie might get to the wire first. He failed the association, four horses started, and nov
,
novation
as a reporter is not tolerated, dam Iby Nelson’« Onward. This is one of
to connect and Mr. E. H. Greeley landed the race was decided in three heats as but must make his observations of the the fii
finest fillies*we have seen for many a
second money with Vinal Haven.
foil
follows:
race
races from the ground floor.
day; sshe stands 15% hands high and is
J. 8
Scott Jordan, b m, Little Miss,
111
rpi
2.35 ClaBs; puree $100.
symmetrical in proportions and a nice
The track, which is situated at Read- symm
N B Lane, blk m, Pansy.
2 2 2
Black Prince, blk g by Gen. Hancock Jr,
NB
3 3 ;4 ffield
ie}^ Corner, is not fast, the back-stretch bay
E K Hopkins
*
1 1 1 II E Dyer, g m, Maud J,
bay iinr color. She was bred and is owned
4 4 3
Vinal Haven, b g, J B Wiswell (Greeley)
2 2 3 W SS Cole, blk s, Willard Knox,
by S.
S. C. Watson of Oakland, and was not
being at least thirty feet lower than the by
Time, 2.55, 2.54%, 3.00%.
beir
Bonnie, br g, II F Whitcomb (Andrewh)
3 3 2
Time, 2.34%, 2.32%, 2.35.
j
home-stretch, so that when the horses broken
broke until June.
In the 2.35 class there were five start- hon
The 2.50 class was a handy win for ers,
ers and they finished in the following go aaway they immediately strike a steep
The 2.50 class came next and was the
Harry C. He didn’t wish to get out of or(
j :
descending grade, and after passing the fightii
fighting race of the day, and was drawn
order
desc
the 2.37 class, but after Dr. Day won the Gipsy,
Gi]) b m, Ira Woodbury,
quarter they have to breast a corres- out to six heats before it was decided.
15 11 quai
2 12 4 ponding ascent before reaching the level
first heat in 2.35, he went on and finished Lady
Uad Duncan, br m, Mellen,
Tli
Thee 2.35 class had only three starters
Billy Almont, br g, Leighton,
4 2 4 4 Pon<
it in three straight heats, obtaining a Dexter
i>ex K, b s, P Kane,
3 3 3 3; oof
f f]
the home-stretch. The opening day an
andj w
was won in straight heats, but not so
Dixie,
ch
g,
li
E
Dyer,
5
4
5
0
mark of 2.34% in the fourth heat. In Dlx
was Tuesday the 18th inst. and the eas
Hy as it looks on paper, for Actor was
Time, 2.38, 2.40%, 2.40, 2.39%.
was
easily
the third, Dyer was nearly caught nap
weather was pleasant and decidedly aa g
OO( second and at times showed in
2.50 Class—Purse $50.
wea
good
ping on the stretch, but got his horse Donald
Don Franklin, ro s, Chas Hill,
2 111 war
warm. The attendance awas good for the front,
front,
but Starling finally pulled it off.
Dixie, cli g, H E Dyer,
13 2 2
under speed again and came in in the Little
first day, and the waits between the heats Reai
Miss, b 111, J Scott Jordan,
3 2 3 3 first
R
eadfield
, Sept. 19—Purse $30 for foals of
b m, W E Dyer,
4 6 4 5 off the
. 1 races were enlivened by the Ladies 1892.
lead.
JjLady
atiou Elsie,
Harbinger, b 8, F A Lane,
6 4 5 4 01
1Young
Emma Wilkes, b f by Wilkes, Watson
1 1
Janetta, ch m, C II Nelson,
5 5 6dis Brass
Brai Band, composed of young ladies Winnever,
2.50 Class; purse $100.
.lam
winner b f, Walker
2 2
Knox, blk s, W 8 Cole,
7 7 7dis
Harry C, b g, Dyer
2 111 Willard
Wil'
Buck
Ewing,
b
c,
Underwood
3 3
living .in the town, whose music was very Edwin C, b c, Gilley
Time, 2.52, 2.44%, 2.44%, 2.44%.
livil
Dr. Day, b g, Cleaves
13 3 3
4 4
Denver, br g, Andrews
3 2 2 2
2. Class.
Time, 3.03%, 2.59%.
2.40
nice
nicely
rendered
and
highly
appreciated.
Time, 2.35, 2.35%, 2.42%, 2.34%.
Gypsy, b m, Clark
111
Same Day—Purse $125 for2.50 class.
Wedgie, b in C H Nelson
3 2 2
'jpj
The racing was fairly good on the first Patsy
The rain of Thursday necessitated a Pansey,
p.™
N. gr g by Blackwood Chief,
b m, N B Lane
2 44
Gilbert
4 2 112 1
Gil
b g, P Kane
4 3 3 day, and consisted of the race for Green
postponement until Saturday, when oc- Harvard,
Hin
Alcantara
Boy, b h by Alcantara,
.
«
.1,.
.
Alcant:
Time, 2.43%, 2.45%, 2.47%.
Horses, the race for County stallions, and
Lar
Lamson
3 13 2 12
curs the 2.40 class, free-for-all, slow race
2.28 Class.
Mystic Girl, b m, McCausland
1 5 45 5 3
and three-year-old colts.
Ned Allen, am, M Jordan
1 1 1 for J a purse offered by the owner of Al- Mozart, ch li, Webb
5 4 2 3 3ro
Winthrop, br s, W D Ramsdell
2 2 2 cantara Boy, for the get of his horse. Ludlow, ch g, Pinkham
2 3 5 4 4ro
The heavy rain of Thursday necessita- chai
Charles A, blk g, Clark
3 3 3
Time, 2.36%, 2.36%, 2.38%, 2.33%,2.38%, 2.40.
’
,
Tim*
Time, 2.30%, 2.28 %, 2.29.
The county stallion race was so peculiar
tecta postponement of the Cherryfield
ame Day—Purse $125 for 2.35 class.
.
7
Sami
some of its features as to require some Starling,
starling b m by Wilkes, Lamson
111
G.
Fair.
Friday morning opened with
G M. Stanwood officiated as starter in s<
Actor,!) g, Guild
2 2 2
words of explanation.
There was an Echo
wor<
Echo,1*!br li, Rice
3 33
clean skies and breezes soft and balmy, with
wit general satisfaction.
ofte] by the society as we learn, of a sum
Time, 2.39%, 2.34%, 2.36.
offer
The track was heavy and although opini
Veterinary surgeons and stable men highly of Tmoney for any horse breaking the
Wednesday
evening the rain began
On
ons were divided in regard to a further recommend the use of German Peat Moss in the
fall
and
the
equinoctial
was on. It
track
record.
Prince
Fearnaught
made
to
postponement, the management decided stables
8tap for horses and cows. Write to C. B. Bar- r<
poured all night and Thursday morning
an aattempt in the first heat, and in do- poure
an
the track would not be good in the after-1 rett,
rett importer, Boston, for particulars.
WEST WASHINGTON FAIR.

-----------Sept. 18th began the 35th exhibition of
the West Washington Agricultural Society and the eighth time the society has
been in it’s new location at Cherryfield
Park. The fair was formerly held at
Jonesboro, but after the organization of
the Washington Central Society at Machias, but eight mileB from Jonesboro, it
was deemed expedient to change the
location of the elder society. They now
have a fast track, stalls for cattle and
horses, a grand stand with halls underneath. This building is 70x60 and there
are seats for 500 people.
Washington county is not an ideal
fruit growing section, but we were astonished at the quality and coloring of
the fruit exhibit and the vegetables too.
What potatoes! There were potatoes just
immense in size and as smooth as a
maiden’s cheek.
The' premiums are generously bestowed: $20 for best draft stallion; $20
for best driving stallion, all good qualities considered, and other premiums in
like proportion.
West Washington and especially Cher
ryfield, is moving right along in regard
to dairy stock, and animals from the herd
of O. Gardiner, Rockland, and the famous Jersey herds of Winthrop are be
ing brought here. J. L. Bucknam is
President; F. L. Allen, Treasurer; E. F.
Allen, Secretary. The Directors are
D. W. Campbell, T. W. Look, E. C. Drisko, J. W. Coffin and Joseph C. Strout.
There were the usual pulling matches
for horses and oxen, the fakirs, and all
the adjuncts of the “County Fair,” but
we place the horse trotting first, so hasten to the report of the races, and then to
other features.
On the first day occurred the threeminute class in which Harry C., Denver,
Dr. Day and Trusty Boy Jr. competed.
Harry C. had too much speed for the
others, though Denver made him go the
last heat in 2.36%. The winner, a
speedy gelding of which little is known
in the way of breeding, appears able to
go in 2.30 very handily. The summary
is appended.

noon,
so that the closing day was Satur
no*
day
da; the 22d inst.
*]There was a general clearing up all1
around; the track had been harrowedI
arc
and
am brushed until it was fast. The skies}
were clear and the faces of the directorsJ
we
which
were a reflection of the past badI
wh
weather, seemed to clear up with the5
we
advent of a clear and cloudless day asJ
ad^
the
they saw the crowd pouring withintheir
gates. The fair was a successful one5
gat
ant
and the association makes money.
1The first race called was the 2.40 class.►
Harry C. won the first and second heats
Ila
and it looked as if the race was all over
am
but the shouting.
bui
IIn the third heat Index trotted fastb
and appeared just able to beat the bay
ant
gelding;
in fact it appeared so apparent
gel
that Andrews was not driving to win that
tlia
the judges decided it no heat and put:
the
E. K. Hopkins of Ellsworth behind In
dex. The change of drivers was not
dej
bei
beneficial, as Index broke badly and finish
ished third. The summary follows:
2. Class
2.40
L

RIGBY PARK.

a

j

o

TURF,

8
there was no question in regard to a
postponement.
Friday was the closing day at Readfield
and the weather was perfect and the at
tendance large. There were three events
oil the programme and good races re
sulted.
Readfield, Sept. 22—Piirse $200 for 2.27 class.

Molly S,gm by Daniel Bddne, Yeaton
1 1 1
Ludlow, ch h, Pinkham
2 2 2
China Boy, blkg, Withee & Reynolds
3 3 3
Time, 2.38^, 2.36, 2,34.
SabIe Day—Purse $30 for tliree-year-olds;
Greenorino, b c, Gilbert
11
Winnever. b f, Walker
2 2
Tinie, 3.10, 3.04.
Same Dav—Purse $100 for 2.27 class, pacing.
Alta Rosa, b m by Highlawn, Bragg
12 11
Little Actor, b g, Walker
3 12 3
Chain Lightning, ch g, Damren
2 3 3 2
Tinie, 2.31^, 2.31^,2.31, 2.32.

FARM

AND HOME.
Great Excitement in Monroe, Me.

DAMARISCOTTA RACES.

Two-year-old Class.
F G Hastings, blk g Hastings by Watch
THE RODOLF SPECIFICS.
maker
3 1
M A Kennedy, b s Bloodmark by Alcantara 1 dr
W F HofTses, gr s Stargazer by Champion
A FULL INVESTIGATION OF THE STATE
Boy
2 2; A
Time, half-mile heats, 1.40, 1.44.
MENT MADE BY MRS. ALMEDAE. BOWEN
TThree-year-old Class.
WIFE OF DEACON JEREMIAH fiOWEN
111
FH
II Cate, gr s Dandy
Ernest Davis, Fred Nelson
2 2 2'
<OF THAT TOWN.
Ern
3 3 3
JJ EE Hastings, Black Bird
IN 1893, ONE YEAR LATER, MRS. SU8AJ
Time, 3.00, 3.10, 3.10.
Monroe, Me., May 3, 1892
p
E. DAVI8 OF WEST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
Four-year-old Class.
Rodolf
’
s
Medical
Co.
111
t>t)ID Page, b g Surprise by Essex Boy
WRITES
MRS. ALM EDA K. BOWEN T(
2 2 3
Brooks, Me.
NNAM Keene, b g Fred Winslow.
3 3 2
LLPP. Boyd, b in Tappho by Don Flano
KNOW IF THE STATEMENT OF HER CURI
G
entlemen
:
—
I
wish
to
give
you
a
few
W H Prentiss, b s Mischief by Yriung
MADE BY THE PAPERS WAS TRUE.
Watchmaker
4 5 4 statements of facts in regard to my case
L C Bryant, ch g Dandy B
7 6 6
The following shows Mrs. Bowen’s
lL JJ Winslow, blk m Nelly Bly by Young
foi
for the benefit of those afflicted with the
Watchmaker
0 4 5
same trouble. In the year 1884 I was condition one year later, an increase ol
fFGG Hastings, b g Toni Reed by Rockefeller 5 7 7 sai
Time, 3,13, 3.09, 3.00,
tai
taken sick with a lung trouble. I grew 10 lbs. in weight, and we will here state

__ :_____________ IIn the 2.50 class Friday there were five
starters, b s Von Hillie by Romeo, F. A.
Shattuck, Washington first; g g Dufur by
——
Coi
Constellation, C. S. Coburn, Warren, secbri Friday and Saturday occurred the onc
ond; b g Surprise by Essex Boy, D. D.
fair at Windham Hill.The following pa^Page, Edgecomb, third; b m Ella M. by
are the suminaries of races.
yyj
Winthrop Morrill, W. II. Prentice,Round
2.55 Class.
Poi
Pond,
fourth. Time, 2.50%, 2.48%,
Dimple P, m, Phinney,
2 2 111
2.41^.
Ned V,ch g, Verrill,
'
1 1 2 4 6 2.4]
Baby Mine, b g, Stuart,
3 36 2 3
T
In
Eclair Boone, b s, DollofT,
,
4 43 3 2
1 the 2.31 class, putse $100, there were
Chester, b m, Stuart,
6 5 5 5 5 three
thr starters, bl g MacCumber by Young
Fred Weaver, b s, McCorrison Bros,
5 77 7 6
PhilR. b g, Coombs,
7 6 4 7 4 Wa
Watchmaker, L. F. Nash, Liberty, first;
Time, 2.55, 2.52**, 2.55, 2.52z^, 2.52.
, ,
ch
m Beble Harbinger by Hi rbinger,D.D.
2.30 Class.
Edgecomb, second; bl
Harold,
Charlie Startle, blk g, Anthome,
3 111 1Page,
ar
Harry K, b s, Knight,
2 4 2 3 r>
D.
R.
W.
Davis,
Friendship,^hird.
Time,
King Street, b s, Foss,*
13 4 4
2.35%, 2.38%, 2.38%.
Gen Mack, b s, Stuart,
4 2 2 2 2.&
Fannie H,
5 5 55 5
g
Saturday was the last day of the LinTime, 2.38*i, 2.38, 2.38, 2.38.
coli
coin
County Fair. The 2.42 race, purse
2.45 Class.
Harry K, g, by Harry Glenarm, Foss,
1 1 1 $90, with seven entries, was won by ch m
Eclair Boono, b 8. DollofT,
2 5 3 u
el
Belle
Harbinger, by Harbinger, D. I).
Harry, Phinney,
3 34
Page of Edgecomb, in four heats; blk g
Phil R,
4 4 5 Pag
Kezar, bl g, Dresser
5 2 2 TT
Harold D., R. W. Davis of Friendship,
Time, 2.50, 2.50, 2.49^.
Ilai
second. Best time, 2.33%.
Free-For-All.
sect
WINDHAM FAIR AND FtACES.

Fannie W, b m, by Hardy Horse, Westcott,
(Phinney)
1 4 2 34
Gen Mack, b s, Stuart,
2 1 4 4 2
Valkye, b m, by Redwood, Foss,
*32111
Charlie Startle, b g, Anthoine,
4 2 3 2 3
Time, 2.30, 2.36*£, 2 37^,2^7^,2.40.

*

On Saturday at 10 a. m. occurred the
gentleman’s driving match for a purse
of five dollars. Four horses were
entered, Laverator, owned by James
Trafton, Cumberland Mills; Hary, owned
by Phinney of Gohram; Gerty B., owned
by Leighton of Cumberland Mills; Ben,
owned by O. P. Chaffin of Windham.
Harry was first, Laverator second, Gerty
B. third, and Ben fourth. Time, 3.01%.
In the competition, for ladies, there
were four entries, Mrs. Thomas M. Douglass, Mrs. Lewis E. Hawkes, Mrs. Chas.
D. Hasty, Miss Kate Lamb. The race
was to harness, drive half a mile and unharness Mrs. Douglass won in 2.50%;
Mrs. Hawkes was second in 2.55; and
Mrs. Hasty was third. The roan horse
driven by Mrs. Hawkes won at the County Fair and at Gray, but came in second
Saturday on account of Mrs. Douglass's
skill in harnessing.

Swellings ahd Scrofula Sores and oti<
Only need try to be cohvinced it is <
truly wonderful discovery and discover
ed, tested and compounded by highb
respectable and scientific physicians
whose names alone guarantee the tjual
ity of the medicine.
F. W. Brown, Jr.

w<
worse and my case began to alarm me,
knowing that consumption was hered
itary in our family. All my sisters dy
jing
n^ with consumption I was fearful it
wa
was seated on my lungs and in that case
there was no hope for me.
I called my physician one of the lead
jing
n< physicians of Waldo County. He
came on the 24th day of April, 1884 and
ga
gave
me a thorough examination, lie
ga
j the npper lobe of my left lung was
said
badly affected, having a large cavity.
My pulse was 130, and my temperature
104%. 1 had fearful night sweats, and
jhad
ia a horrid cough, and raised an enor
m(
mous amount of pus; and with hectic
flush gave every indication of tubercular
CO]
consumption. My physician thought I
CO1 live but a few months at most as I
could
jia( bleeding spells of hemorrhages of
had
the lungs.
rThen my physician told me that he re
lied on one remedy,and I took it regular
Free-for-AU—Purse $100.
,
ly steadily improving until the 9th day of
I)a:q Rolfe, b m, by Winslow Boy,
Daisy
Herman Thayer,
111 Se]
September of the same year, or a little
Von
Von Hillern, n s, by Romeo, F. A.
.
Si.
less than nine months. I was nearly
Shattuck,
2 2 3 Aes
Don;
Donald, blk g, by Harvard, F. O.
WP
well,
so much so, I discharged my physi
Bartlett,
3
3
2
c
Ba
Time. 5.31 , 2.32 2.30.
cia
cian and am today in good health and
been since my recovery. I learn
LIBERTY RACES.
’have
’a’
fro
from my physician that this same remedy
th
2 saved my life is known as Rodolf’s
that
F
Following are the summaries of the
Medical Discovery. And that it is per
race
races at Liberty, Saturday, Sept. 22.
forming other wonderful cures. I give
2.2
2.27 Class.
Maud Pitcher, b m, Mudgett Bros.
Ill you power and right to publish this
Honest Jim, ch g, S J Gushee
2 2 4
Elmer B., b g, B () Norton
3 3 2 testimonial.
Kbn<
Abbie Wilkes, s m, E P Walker
4 4 3
AWhen my physician began treating me,
Time, 2.32^, 2.36, 2.3914'.
my weight was 110 lbs., today I weigh
2.3
2.30 Class.
Nicwa, b g, Mudgett Bros,
111 135 lbs., a gain of 25 lbs.
Adelaide M, s m, Fred Ripley
2 22
Almeda E. Bowen.
Combination, gr s, C B Wellington
3 43

Nelsonee,
Fran Nelson,
Frank
Charlie
b g, Estes & Reynolds
Chai Rolfe,
Time, 2.2914 , 2.30x^, 2.29laz.

5 34
4 55
6 6

6Hear
I
what F. W. Brown says: Mr.
«
_____________________________
Br< was formerly Postmaster of the
Brown
town
FREEMAN OAT
RACE.
tov of Brooks and is now chairman of
the
Green Horses.
^
ie Selectmen of that town, and has been
Gr
for
Tommy
Franklin, blk g, byDr. Franklin
tor many years.
lonJJr., Ora
Kilkany
111 To Rodolf medical Co.
Dick, ch g by Wily Y, IT S Weymouth
2 2 2
Katie B., b m,C W Crosby
3 3 3
1Your agent called on me to inquire in
Tops
TopsyTL.,
blk m by Mountain Ledo, J Rich
regard
to the case of Mrs. Jeremiah
ards
4 4 4 reg
a
Time, 3.24, 3.24*4,3.20.
Bowen who claims to be cured of con
_____________________
Ju
Judges: N. P. Harris, Fred Ellsworth, Edgar
sumption by Rodolfs Medical Discovery.
Wills
SUI
Will
AUGUSTA RACES.
say that in 1882 I lived in the same
EXETER FAIR.
JI will
"
________
hoi
house
with two sisters of Mrs. Bowen
•
!
Augusta, Sept. 22—2.26 class, trot and pace;
T
The 40tli annual fair of the West Pe- ant
and within one year from that time they
purse $20<».
nobscot agricultural society opened Tues bot
both died with that disease which here
Pilot Maid, br m by Black Pilot, Edwards 2 111 nob
Dotty D., bm by Von L., Dearborn
1 4 2 2
tofore the re had been no cure for, con
dayY in Exeter. The following is the of. tof
Cunard Jr., ch h by Cunard. Pinkham
3 2 3 6 <A<X
Sadie L., br m by Young Rolfe, Briggs
5 3 5 6 ficis
ficial program of the races: Tuesday, sumption.
sur
I also know that one sister
Phillios, b g by Pickering, Giroux
66 6 3
died the year previous with consumption
Currier, br g, Yates
4 5 4 4 2.50
4.o(J class purse $100; 2.30 class $125. die
Time, 2.25 *4, 2.28 , 2.26X, 2.28 .
^y
e(
Wednesday,
2.38 class, purse $100; 2.26 an(
and the mother had also died of the
Same Day—2.37 class, trot and pace; purse class, purse $150. Thursday four-year- san
same disease.
I also know that Mrs.
$150.
C1<*'8
Little Actor (p), b g, Unknown, Walker
1 1 1 olds
olds and under, purse $50; 2.35 class, Jei
Jeremiah Bowen was sick with the same
Fanny Wellington, b m, Getchell
3 2 4
purse $100; 2.42 class, purse $100: free- dis
disease that carried off the remainder of
Ludlow, ch g, Pinkham
2 4 6 pur:
Cedric, br h, Libby
6 6 2 for-all class, purse $150.
hei family and very near death’s door. I
her
Starling, b m, Guild
4 3 3 Ior
“
Actor, b g, Forrest
5 5 5
OOn Wednesday the Skowhegan wheel als
also know that she recovered from the
Time, 2.28l4, 2.29^. 3.33^.
, _
_
clul
club, numbering 60 men will appear in sia
sickness and is alive and apparently en
Same Day—2.19 class, trotting; puase $300.
good health.
uniform. The entries are large in all joying
joy
Silver Street, b m by Nelson, Yates
12 11. unil
Hallie, ch m by Harbinger, Lowe
2 12 2 classes and the sport will be fine.
I
will
further state that Mrs. Jeremiah
Tillie, 2.21, 2.22, 2.22, 2.23.
CiaS
----- •-----------------Bo
Bowen
is a highly respectable lady who
“
‘ ‘1There are too many who advocate and noi
now resides in the town of Monroe and
CLOSING RACES AT FOXCROFT.
the]
then abandon or, in other words, preach hei
her statements are entitled to full credit
-----------but do not practice,” says the popular anc
and confidence of the people.
To cure
Maine writer, G. M. Hatch. “There cor
Following are the summaries of the Mai
consumption which has always been con
closing races of the Piscataquis Central are lots of people who are telling us how sid
sidered an incurable disease seems im
Agricultural Fair held Friday afternoon: to bbreed horses but there are few who pof
possible and incredible to some, but
2.45 Class.
indl
indulge
in the business themselves. Per- oth
other strong cases of a similar nature as
ST Gubtil, Scud,
1 1 1 iian as many are addicted to breeding a Mrs.
Mr Bowen’s can be produced where a
H S Brockway, Peacock,
2 3 2 haps
‘*
G B McKechnie, Sable Dudley,
3 2 3 few goods among the New England edi- pei
perfect cure lias been effected, and I am
W M Eldridge, Little May,
4 4 4
tois
fully convinced that science has found at
Time, 2.39^, 2.42L4, 2.39*^.
tOJ8 as in any other section, among ful
Free-for-all.
whi
which we may note S. W. Pari in of The Iasi
last a cure for that terrible disease, con
E B Melvin, Ervin M,
111 Breeder,
Bre*
W. C. Clarke of the Manchester sur
sumption, and if taken in the early stages
G R Palmer, I^dy Franklin,
2 3 2 ,r
W D Blethen, May Not,
5 2 3 Jftrror, Allen Lowe of The Globe, and of tthe disease it will effect a permanent
W E Smith, Cleveland Boy,
34 4 t i
Thompson of Turf, Farm And cui
cure. I do know and have seen wonder
W S Twombly, Col T,
4 4 5 J. W.
’
Time, 2.26*4, 2.30, 2.26 *az.
Ho»
Home.”—Mirror and Farmer.
ful
ful effects from its use in large Scrofula

at this writing Mrs. Bowen yet continues
in good health showing conclusively thal
Rodolfs New Medical Discovery thor
oughly cleanses the blood and makes a
permanent cure. During the spring
months everyone should purify theii
blood with this wonderful discovery.
Mrs. Susan E. Davis,
18 Kingston St., West Somerville, Mass.
Dear Madam:—I received your letter.
In regard to your enquiries, will say that
it wTas all true about my cure with Rodolf’s Discovery. The medicine did
wonders for me, for I was very low when
I began using it. My cough was terrible
and I raised a large amount of blood and
was dreadfully weak. No one thought 1
should live as all my family had died
with consumption. In three years I lost
my mother and three sisters, and I
thought myself my turn had come. I
was nothing but skin and bones. I had
no appetite for anything. My diet was
milk. When I began using this medi
cine I weighed 110 pounds and now I
weigh 145 and can do as good a day’s
work as any woman and so I think Rodolf’s Discovery saved my life. I take
no medicine now unless I take cold. I
think it a wonderful medicine for the
lungs and blood, and I should advise you
to use it and the sooner the better it will
be for you.
I have bad people come here to my
house to see in regard to this medicine
and they said I was the picture of health
and they knew it must be a good medi
cine and I know so too, and I hope it will
do as much good as it did me.
Yours truly,
Mrs. Almeda 8. Bowen,
Monroe, Maine.
Statement of J. II. Webber, a promi
nent citizen of Monroe, for many yeais
collector of taxes of that town.
Rodolf Medicine Co.,

Brooks, Me.
Gentlemen—In regard to the inquiry

of the case of Mrs. Jeremiah Bowen of
Monroe, Me., who gives you a testimo
nial in regard to her case of consumption,
will say that I was personally acquainted
with Mrs. Bowen, and have no doubt
she was sick with tubercnlar consump
tion, as all symptons indicated it strong
ly, and also know that all her sisters had
died of that fearful and deadly disease,
consumption, and I have not the least
doubt that her life was saved by the use
of Rodolfs Medic d Discovery, as Ilearn
it has saved others of a similiar charac
ter and is certainly a great Scrofula cure.
J. II. Webber.
Monroe, Me.
The above statements of these leading
citizens j^re given to prove beyond a
question of doubt that Rodolfs New
Medical Discovery wid absolutely and
permanently cure consumption. The
above i $ only one of the hundreds of
the cases cured, and valuable lives saved
by this Great Blood Purifier.
All per
sons should use this Great Blood Purifier
during the trying spring months and
cleanse all foul blood from their systems.
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HOW POTATOES GROW.

w
W
,
With a view to giving some tangible
(idea of how Irish potatoes grow and the
10
forms and conditions the tubers as3’
Bume when growing Ohio Farmer has
Jq
recourse to two illustrations, which are
referred to by a correspondent as fol*'
lows:
16
The first illustration represents the
[s
trenching system, where the ground is
struck out about six inches deep and the
ie
Two

-------------------Systems of Culture Adopted—How
These Plans Differ.

REPRESENTING THE TRENCH SYSTEM.

potato, D, dropped and covered at C..
We put the harrow on as soon as the9
sprout is through the soil and work thej
dirt in up to B, seeing, of course, thatt
the plant is in no way left with stones,,
clods or sods on it to prevent growing,
When the plant gets through this lastt
,ooat of earth and is about three inches9
high, begin cultivation with some good1
narrow toothed implement, working the)
soil around the plant on a level at A.
Other cultivations will gradually workc
more soil toward the plant till a slightb
ridge will be formed at the base of the)
vine, as indicated by the dotted line oni
top Fig. 1, which will leave the parentb
potato fairly deep in the soil, preparedI
to withstand a pretty severe drought.
This plan of cultivation has severalI
good points to support it, although it isi
more expensive than shallow planting,
Each layer of soil worked toward thei
plant induces the stalk to throw out ak
--- 1
---- X -4--------- X- A-------- XV
i

HOME

pe
pears through the ground” and" Is ready
to start a leaf, put on an implement
ithat would throw back the original dirt,
as
08 shown in Fig. 0 at F. This modus
operandi would indttoe the plant to add
another lateral joint an,d thereby very
largely increase the yield, which would
ia
Pfty well f°r t*10 labor expended.
to
i ,

TUB PLANTS FOR THE LAWN.
A Very Desirable Arrangement Where
Flower Beds Are Out of the Question.

A very great deal of satisfaction
comes from the use of plants in tubs or
£ots on the lawn in summer. Where
dogs and cats are about it is next to im
possible to have pleasure from flower
beds, and it is then that tub plants can
be called into use to take the place of
the others. The list of plants available
is a large one—in fact, there is hardly
any limit to it. Besides many well
known plants now used for the purpose,
bedding plants can be used as well.
There is this much to be said: Let it be
Whatever plant it will, more attention
must necessarily be given to watering,
as the soil will lose moisture quickly
when in a tub. Numbered with desira
ble plants suggested by Country Gentle
man are the following:
The crape myrtle is a splendid tub
plant. Its rosy, fringed flowers in late
summer are uncommonly beautiful.
There is a white one and a crimson as
well Lantanas are splendid plants for the
puipose, as they are such sun lovers.
(Give them plenty of water, and it seems
never
too hot for them. There are pink,
1
corange and other colors.
The Hydrangea hortensia is an exttremely useful plant. It is almost hardy,
Ihas large, bright green foliage and is
sure
to flower every year. The large
s
Iheads of rosy white flowers last a long
time.
Another hydrangea, the Thomas
t
IHogg, has pure white flowers. Both of
tthese will often produce blue flowers,
even
when nothing is done to bring it
e
about
Iron in the soil will make the
a
cchange, it is said, as will also a few
ddrops of ammonia.
A very useful plant half vine and
half
shrub, is the hardy jasmine, which
h
pproduces sweet scented white flowers
f:from June to September. It is hardy
hhere where protected a little. In other
ssituations its tops get hurt in winter,
preventing
flowering.
p
Among miscellaneous plants may be
mentioned
the oleander, the white and
u
XIthe pink; Magnolia grandiflora and M.
fuscata; india rubber plant, sweet bay
and laurestinus—all valuable for their
large foliage and some for their flowers.
In the oity dwellings many more
plants and flowers are to be seen today
than there were a few years ago, and
largely through the use of tub and pot
plants and window boxes. The common
est flowers are not despised. Boxes are r
raised above the ground in some way
and bedding plants used to fill them.
Large hotels have these contrivances
fixed outside the windows, and they are
kept filled all summer with blooming
plants and vines, and in winter with
bright evergreens.
Wide Tires Save the Horses.

REPRESENTING A GENERAL SYSTEM,

potato sets are sent out, and each lateral
joint usually starts nearly the same
number of tubers. Therefore the system
can be profitably applied where it is
desired to get a large yield from a small
quantity of seed or where growers are
limited to a short acreage.
The second illustration represents the
more general system of cultivation
among growers where the ground is
marked out three to four inches deep and
the seed covered at once with some cov
ering direct that throws a heavy ridge
over the potato, after which it is left to
sprout and work its way up through
the dark, cold earth, getting whiter and
slimmer as it nears the border of the
world it has been hunting for the past
three to four weeks and usually having
but one lateral joint to send out roots
and sets. I think this system could be
greatly improved if the harrow or some
mode of leveling the gropnd were used
^fter planting, putting th$ entire sur
face on a level, as iudioated at the dot
ted line E.
Then when the dant an-

The following wide tire test was
made at the Ohio state university. An
ordinary wagon with a new 8 inch tire (
was loaded with two long tons, or 4,480
pounds, and the draft was measured by
a dynamometer. On an ordinary earth
road in good condition and hard the
draft was 254 pounds. On a glass field
it was 468 pounds. On newly plowed
land it was 771 pounds. As the draft
power of an ordinary horse of 1,000
pounds is 150 pounds, two horses could
draw this load with ease on an ordinary
road and a ton and a half on a grass sod,
while with a narrow tire half as much,
or a single ton, is a full load for a dou
ble team. Besides this, the broad tires
roll and level a road so that the more it
is used the better it becomes, while nar
row tires cut it into ruts if at all soft 8a
—--------- -------- _
Ci

Keep the surface ditches open.
Make the rear axles longer than the
front. Tracking wheels produce deep
ruts. You never see ruts at a turn in a
road.
Divide the work in each town or road
district and make each man responsible
for the care of the road within fixed
limits.

£- WHEN IN DOUBT as to what Paper you will take,
K

order
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°
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ROAD PROGRESS IN NEW JERSEY.
The Work of Improving the Highways Goes
Steadily On.

The business of building stone roads
in New Jersey has become a fixed one,
and the stato commissioner, Edw’ard
Burroughs, has opened an office in the
statehouse, where he will give his un
divided attention to the subject of stone
road building. Ho has practically been
at the head of the industry for several
years, but not in the way that he is now.
Tho new law passed by the legislature
places him at the head of the road im
provements and gives him pow’er to ap
point road supervisors and to mako
awards for road building.
The state appropriation amounts to
$75,000. The $75,000 which the state
gives to assist road building will, on an
average, pay the state’s part for tho
building of about 86 miles. This is
what was accomplished last year and
what will probably be accomplished this
year.
Road building has been going on in
Burlington, Camden and Mercer coun
ties. What will be given out this year
is not yet known, because both Mercer
and Burlington are building roads, and
it is not known how much they will
complete within the fiscal year. It is
thought that Mercer’s share this year
will bo about $40,000, and until these
counties are fixed no appropriation can
be made for next year, as the counties
are to be considered in the order in
which their petitions were received.
There are a number of counties wait
ing to get some of this appropriation.
Atlantic, Gloucester, Morris, Essex,
Union, Somerset and Camden counties
have placed petitions for aid on file, but
Morris and Essex have withdrawn their
petitions and will do their road build
ing under the county act. This is be
cause they cannot wait until it is their
turn to get part of the state’s money,
not understanding at the time that they
would have to take their turn.
The state pays one-third of the build
ing of a road that has been jointly de
cided on by the local freeholders and
tho stato commissioner. The property
owners pay 10 per cent, and the county
must pay tho remainder.
Road Briefs.

On earth roads tho road machino
should be frequently and thoroughly
usod. It is best used when the soil is
daniD. but not onuddx.

A J. CARLL & CO.
SALE, BOARDING AND BAITING STABLE.
Eastern

and

Western Horses con
For Sale or Ex

stantly on hand
change.

RIO. T V^ATER STREET. -

Front of Boston A Maine Depot, Saco,Me.
The Broadway :: : •
• : :: Central Hotel,
New York, under the new management
of Mr. Haynes, has achieved a phe
nomenal success. Its central and con
venient location, its excellent table and
reasonable charges are great attractions,
while the hotel itself, with its great par
lors and grand staircases, large, airy
rooms and great halls is always cool and
inviting. The cable cars to and from all
points are undoubtedly a great con
venience to visitors. Mr. Haynes prints
an
: elegant map of New York, which is
given
gratis to visitors. Writefor it.
I

WALL ST. OPERATIONS
Can be successfully car
ried on by following our
DAILY MARKET LETTER and
PAMPHLET ON SPECULATION.
Mailed free on application. Highest references

THE

WEINMAN

COMPANY,

41 Broadway, New York.

The Good Roads Movement.

Now Jersey shows more fruits of the
impulse for better roads than other
states, though probably no stato in tho
north at least has wholly escaped the
influence of this movement. The great
and growing army of wheelmen are al
ways zealous and active agents for im
proved roads, and though their interest
may be personal the whole public bene
fits by their labors. The farmers and
market gardeners have tfro greatest and
most immediate interest in good roads.
Their loss through bad roads is esti
mated at $7,000,000 a year in the coun
try. In a general way they realize this
in part, but are not sufficiently convinc
ed to bo willing to run the risk of hav
ing their taxes increased. This is the
great bugbear of the farmers, and the
good roads movement will not securo
their approval except by some 6f the
plans which securo the roads without
adding appreciably to tho annual taxes
of tho farming class.—Philadelphia
Press.
Grans at the Roadside.

Nine-tenths of tho world judge from
appearances. A country road can bo
mado wonderfully attractive by proper
attention to its appearance. A space of
about throe feet in width should bo left
between the edgo of tho road and tho
surface of the ditch on each side. This
strip should bo oloared of weeds and
sodded or sowed with grass seed. While
not strictly necessary, this improvement
gives a look of prosperity to the coun
try, makes it attractive and inviting
and adds to the value of surrounding
property. In short, it is a good return
for tho little labor Invested in bringing
it about.—Pottor’s Good Roads Library.
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McFadden Pedigree Book.

Most Convenient Book ever Published for Stock Breeders
Tells ”WZb_ole ZE1azm_il37_ History
at a Glance.

As Valuable for all Domestic Animals.
Horsemen Who Have Seen It Universally Endorse It. .
Hein toy IVEail, Postpaid..

The price
for a book
of 100 pages
like the above
is but $1.

Published by

the Turf

Puublishing
Company,

W aterville,
Maine,
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Using It All Up.
are
more suitable fOr fattening animais,
Feeding wheat.
’
THE GAITED SADDLE HORSE.
while 8 and 4 are excellent either for
Few people know how a beef carIts Vaiim aa Food For Growing: and Fatten-’
cass at file great packing houses is cut
growing animals or for these being fat- A
A Rich Man Will I’ay Well For One Thatt Cl
ing Animals.
Suits.
u
up and disposed of in the way of com
tened.
Professor D. E. Salmon, chi( f of the
plete utilization. The long ends of the
No one not acquainted with tho rap- pi
QUESTION
AND
ANSWER.
United States bureau of animal indus
of cattle aro sold to mattress mak-------------f(
idly
rising interest in equestrian affairsj tails
tt
try, says that for growing animals corn1 When a Defective Foal Is Born, Who Pays qcan form an idea of tho interest takent ei
ers. The undigested food in the cattle’s
alone is not so suitable as wheai or oats.
the Damages?
in riding by those who havo devoted stomach is pressed and used for fuel.
From a chemical analysis of foods ak
Question—I bred my mare to a stand- themselves to it. There is nothing Many of the large white hoofs go to
mixture of corn and whbat should prove* fard bred horse. When the colt was foal’ China,
where they are made into jewel
J
a better ration for fattening animals1 (ed, it was an imperfeot one and would ()which nearly approaches it as a matter ry.
The
intestines are used for sausage
interest to them. Given a man and
than either grain alone. When wheat; jhave died had I not doctored it. Will I of
The bladders are used to pack
vwoman who liko horseback riding, and casings.
c‘
and corn aro the same prioe, he says it' have
j
in. The horns and hoofs are care
to pay for it, or can I collect dam- 0one can talk with them all day on tho’ putty
J?
1
pays better to feed the wheat and sell £ages of the owner for losing the use of v
preserved and sold to the manu
various points possessed and desired in fully
„
the corn. Wheat weights 7 per cent’ the
t maro?
facturers of combs, buttons, etc. All of
the
horses
that
appoar
on
the
course.
heavier than corn. When it is fed alone,
Answer—There is no general rule of rjThey will toll of tho meetings at which the scrap from rendering operations is
it is just as good for fattening animals1 law
j
preserved and dried and sold
or oustom which will cover such their own steeds have proved a sound carefully
,‘
as corn fed alone, and it is better for cases,
(
to
the fertilizers. The stomachs of hogs,
but each one depends for answer gsupremacy,
.
or
they
will
recount,
with
/
growing animals, and the manurial (upon its own state of faots. The service
instead of being sent to the rendering
value of wheat is much greater than1 is
j made either with or without a guar- the keenest’ of interest, the incidents tanks, aro now used for the manufac
that
have
made
past
meetings
memora,a
that of corn.
tantee. If without a guarantee, then, to
ture
' of pepsin. Hogs’ feet, cattle feet,
When you begin to feed wheat, how-' (avoid payment of the service, it would ble. Thoy know just how tall and how hide
clippings and the pith of horns as
heavy
a
horse
should
bo.
Thoy
have
ever, go slow at first. Give only small have
|
as some of the bones are used for
to be shown conclusively that the 0opinions on the subject of saddlo and well
JT
quantities, gradually increasing. Fed jimperfeot colt was due wholly to the
the manufacture of glue. All of the blood
bridle,
on
tho
matter
of
school
or
volin large quantity suddenly, it will pro- stallion.
g
is‘ carefully preserved and coagulated
If it could be shown that the u
duce indigestion. Mix it with other fstallion had been getting just such im- auntocr training, on tho different gaits, by
and whether a Kentucky gaited horso is
* cooking with steam, then pressed
grain.
dried and sold to fertilizer manu
perfect colts, and that frequently, and aany more desirable than one with the and
‘
u
The circular of information issued by that
t
Bones are dried and either
the owner knew of this fault, but old
0 time English complement of walk, factures.
a
the bureau of animal industry gives sev- cconcealed the fact from the owner of
ground into bonemeal or used for the
trot
and
canter.
eral mixtures of wheat with other tthe mare, then the chances would be in
of bone charcoal, which is
And there is such a delightful fellow- manufacture
n]
grains which are recommended for feed- favor
f
afterward
utilized
for refining sugar
of recovering damages from the gship
j
between tho rider and tho horso.
ing. We append them below. Professor stallioner
g
for loss of the use of the gSitting by the side of tho bridlo and in some other refining processes.—
Salmon says in addition:
rmare. It would be an extreme case when p
path at Washington park early in the Exchange.
The best form in which to feed wheat' this
t
could be done, however.
nmorning one often notices a man alone
Culling Out the Fowls.
is to roll or ’grind it into a coarse meal.
Ordinarily, without special contract, a<
Where ordinary success has followed
It may then be fed alone or mixed with tthe owner of the mare would have to advancing on a trot to that portion of
path nearest tho fountain. Ho will th
the rearing of poultry, autumn will usu
cornmeal or ground oats. When ground‘ pay the service fee. The “problem of cthe
]
chock
the speed of his horse beforo quit- ally
al
find the stock in hand largely in
fine, it is pasty and adheres to the teeth, jlife” is one of the apparently unsolvating the soft ground and lean down and ex
excess of the accommodations there are
gums and cheeks, so that it is not so' ble mysteries—at least it is unsolved— p
.
pat the neck of his animal with tho most fo
for winter keeping, and with a number
readily masticated or eaten. In the form aand if in the mating the stallion has a]
of a coarse meal it is relished by all begotten a foal that is as much as he is affectionate of caresses. There is real of birds that even in their pin feathers
on his face; real regard for tho sh
show they are not up to the standard.
animals, it is in a condition to be at- Trequired to do. The strength, condition delight
hhandsome brute that has carried him so Bi
But one looks long and lovingly at a
tacked by the digestive processes whether and
a
general health of the foal depend w
chicken which, with age, might so far
thoroughly masticated or not, and in 0almost wholly on the care given the well. And there is a positive recogni- ch
improve as to be exchanged for a golden
most cases it gives the best results. Dr. tmare during the next 10 or 11 months, tion of the kindness on the part of the in
It is no dumb bicycle, no me- hs
half eagle, and it is hard to begin cull
Gilbert appears to have obtained better aand with this the stallioner has nothing chorse.
j
combination of steel springs in
ing while hope remains. Some points,
results from whole than from ground to do. He simply says: “My stallion is chanical
a] bloated rubber. It is tho language he
and
however, such as feathered legs on a
wheat when fed to sheep. Sheep feeders potent. The mare is brought. The stal- oj
sn
legged breed and scant leg and
may therefore experiment with whole jlion proves his owner’s statements, and of mutual esteem and regard between smooth
two intelligent creatures who under- too
to feathering on an Asiatic, there is no
wheat, but wheat meal will certainly the
t fee is due. ’ ’
gt
stand each other. No more beautiful ge
getting round, and it is with these the
be found to give better results with all
On the other hand, many stall ioners gsight
j
will be found in a day’s travel, be
beginning should be made. Get such
other kinds of animals.
take the view that they oan gain more
this brings one to speak of the on
out of the way first of all and remove
The number of pounds of live weight ffriends for their horse by losing the And
nmanner in which these horses aro se- th
the temptation to add new varieties to
that may be produced by feeding a bush- gservice where it does not result in actual C1
th
the standard or to modify clauses in it.
el of wheat will evidently vary accord- profit to the mare owners. In such cases cured.
Next, look for crooked breast bones and
ing to the age and condition of the ani- the guarantee is made that “the colt a One of the best riders in the city, and Ni
other deformities, but wait to cut for
mal fed. Professor Robertson, at the sshall stand and suck or no charge for a man who is an acknowledged author- ot
ity in the matter of horses, first found a co
color until after the first molt.
Ottawa experiment station, fed frozen service.
8
” ThiB rule is very frequently good firm of breeders in Kentucky and
wheat to hogs and secured from 9.1 to adopted
n
Live Stock Points.
in farming communities, and wrote
w
them what he wanted. Father
15.46 pounds, live weight, from a bush- jin effect the stallioner guarantees the a]
A little story told lately shows the es
and
son,
they
had
been
in
the
business
el, the greater increase being from potency of his horse, the efficacy of his fc
timate
put on horses in Kentucky. A
tl]
young, growing animals and the small- gservioe, the treatment by the owner for more than 100 years. Thoy selected woman
thero sued a railroad for killing
quite
a
number
of
the
horses
described
in
er from those which were fattening.
during the pregnancy of the mare and his rather full letter, and then he went her horse and her husband. The jury
At the South Dakota experiment sta- the skill of the midwife. He draws the
to Kentucky and tried them. He gave her $150 for the horse and a cent
tion the hogs fed ground wheat required jline only at the ills of colthood, but up down
for the husband. So it is said.
w
4.81 pounds and those fed whole wheat to the time the foal stands and sucks waited a month before deciding. He *° For an ordinary silo, in which less
tried
more
than
a
dozen.
He
tried
them
required 4.91 pounds for one pound gain the risk is the stallioner’s. Even in a
than 200 tons are to be put up, a two
after day, at all gaits—-'of the three th
in live weight. The ground wheat fed ccase of this kind it is no more than the day
w
horse power will run the cutter.
which he wanted—and under all cir- he
returned 58.89 oents per bushel, the duty of the owner of the mare to do all cv
A good fodder or silo cutter will chew
whole wheat 55.88 cents, corn 60 he can to get the foal fairly started on cumstances. He assured himself the
up a ton in 15 minutes.
cents and peas 65.86 cents. The quality its life journey. If it is weakly, it is horses were good in disposition, gentle, uj
but spirited, sound and courageous, of
England imports annually $20,000,E
of pork obtained from ground wheat and more
than probable that it is the result
000 worth of eggs and poultry. The
corn was about equal and was superior 0of some improper treatment the mare the proper age, and then he bought, qq
he paid nearly $500 for his horse, English are the greatest egg eaters in
to that from whole wheat, peas or mixed has received at his hands, and if a little And
q
Of course tho dealers had trained that q
Christendom.
feed.
(doctoring
]
(the less the better usually)
and all the others, and his stood
From the Canadian experiments it and
B good nursing will put the foal on horse
An expert says of the silage cutter he
C£
would appear that the feeding value of its feet he should attend to it and pay came to him ready for his use.
likes
best: “The cutter I prefer is one
Many
men
could
not
sparo
tho
time
11
an equal weight of wheat is slightly in the fee.
four knives attached to the main
ffor
c that study. But many moro can and With
'Y
1
exoess of that of corn. The South Dako
If the foal is actually deformed or is do. Of course tho price differs. Half a shaft by cutter heads. This gives a con
ta experiments gave better results from 0of such a sickly disposition as to be
cut and steady motion. 'There
dozen men have bought horses at Tat- tinuous
. 1
oorn. In general, the difference would practically
p
valueless, and if the mare tersalls for more than $500. General is not the jar that there is to knives
probably not be very great, but it would has produced strong foals by other
on a balance wheel and not near
who has quite a number of hung
"J3
undoubtedly be better to mix corn and horses, then a plain, fair, straightfor Torrence,
the
danger in case an obstruction gets
gl
superior
horses,
paid
$700
for
ono
that
.
wheat, or oorn, wheat and bran, or vward discussion of the matter with the
just suited him, and ho would havo paid into the machine. A safety flywheel
corn, wheat and middlings. The follow- g1stallioner will in nine out of ten cases n]
be on every cutter. Buy a down
moro
rather than lose him, and, further, should
8
ing examples show the composition of result
ri
cut. It runs much steadier and does not
in a mutually satisfactory adjust- n(
no
man
could
buy
him
from
the
general
inch mixtures:
nment. If not, the cheapest plan is to pay f0
for a good deal moro than that sum.— have to be bolted or screwed to some
Pro- CarbohyNutrisolid
foundation to keep it in place. ”
the bill and then take the mares and the (ji
tein. drates. Fat. tive
tJ
Chicago Herald.
80
Mixture No. 1—
Lbs.
Lbs. Lbs. ratio, neighbors
n
’ mares to another stallion the
It
has
now been settled that it is not
As to Wool Merchants.
10 pounds corn........... 8.5
81.8
2.1
n
next season. Another plan is a lawsuit.
best to put paint or tar paper on the in50 pbunds wheat....... 4.8
27.0
0.9
“
Marshall Orr of Idaho writes to The ' gi(
: of the silo. Put tongued and grooved
A calf worth $3 has been to the Iowa
side
American Sheep Breeder: “Tho wool bo
100pounds mixture.. 8.1
50.2
8.0
1:8.1 supreme
si
court three times, costing the A
boards. Thoy swell with the moisture
Mixture No. 2—
jj
litigants
over $8,000. Two real good clip in this section is extra clean and RU
and keep the silage tight and sweet.
40 pounds wheat....... 8.7
22.3
0.7
fighters
could make a foal cost moro fine this season. Sheepmen in this lo
40 pounds corn.......... 2.8
25.1
1.7
11
cality are blue, as the clip will not pay . Southdown sheep and lambs are look
than that.—Breeder’s Gazette.
08
20 pounds bran.......... 2.5
8.8
0.6
tl
expenses. For my part, I am tired of ing
lnl up.
-----------ei
You may not think so, but now, when
While you are weaning the lambs fc
100 pounds mixture.. 9.0
56.2
8.0
1:7.0
feeding coyotes and commission men.
Mixture No. 8—
g
animals of all kinds are low, is a good
give
them a feed of bran once a day and A
After 14 years’ experience with com- an
40 pounds wheat....... 8.7
22.3
0.7
time to go into the live stock business.
put Balt and water where they can get mission houses I havo come to the con- tir
10 pounds corn.......... 1.4
12.6
0.8
at them whenever them wish.
Celusion
1
that a grander set of thieves In a couplo of years there will be a
lOpounds oats.......... 1.8
8.9
0.8
a
boom in everything that walks on four
20 pounds middlings. 2.4
8.4
0.6
The duty plain before horse breeders n<
never lived. It has always seemed bo
and in some things that walk on
is to improve their stock. The same st
strange to me that for wool, grown from 1legs
g$
100 pounds mixture.. 0.8
52.2
2.9
1:6.8
two legs.
plain
duty is before beef raisers and th
the same breeding as the Ohio sheep, tw
Mixture No. 4PJ
At the World’s fair the saddle mare
60 pounds wheat....... 5.5
86.4
1.1
dairymen
dl
for the matter of that. Only ra
raisod in tho Rocky mountains, fed on
20 pounds oats.......... 1.8
8.9
0.8
Lou Chief was first prize winner in her
by such improvement, and decided im- al
alfalfa and kept fat the year round, we Lo
20 pounds middlings. 2.4
8.4
0.6
class. Since the fair she has been sold
provement, will they be able to hold sh
should receive only about half what the cla
their own. The day of inferior stock in es
eastern grower does. I admit ours is to Mr. J. M. Garrett of Woodford coun
100pounds mixture.. 9.7
50.7
2.5
1:5.8 tl
m
much dirtier than theirs, but why is ty, Ky., for $1,800. This is the highest
Many other combinations might be any
ai line is over in Amorica.
there such a difference when scoured? price
pri ever paid for a saddle mare even
made, but these are sufficient for purWestern beef herds have been in phe tl
in Kentucky.
posea of illustration. Mixtures 1 and 2 n<
nomenally good condition this summer. That is the point ”
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Owing to the engagement of our Dairy
Editor at the agricultural fairs, he is•
unable to give as much attention to this
department as he will a few weeks later,
when he hopes to greatly increase the
value of this department to our readers.
ORRINGTON FAIR.

The sixth annual cattle showT and fair
of the Orrington Agricultural Society was
held at the town hall on the 18—20tli inst.
The first day opened with a small crowd
and a small show of cattle, but quite a
good exhibit of fruit, vegetables, etc., in
the hall. The principal attraction in the
forenoon for the few visitors present, after examining the five head of cattle, one
sow with 13 pigs, one solitary hog of the
male persuasion and the 12 sheep, was
the game of basT? ball played on the
grounds by the So^ Brewer vs. Orring
ton clubs which was hotly contested and
quite interesting. In the afternoon two
races were trotted off on the track opposite the hall and the crowd was increased
to about 500. We find the town of Orrington a strictly farming town beautifully situated on the East bank of the
Penobscot river about six miles from the
city* of Bangor and on the Bucksport
branch of the Maine Central R. R., which
is an avenue through which its agricultural commodities find their way to the
city and'the world, and together with the
cheaper water communication in summer affords this community conveniences
for transportation seldom seen in our
State. On account of tlieir proximity to
the large city of Bangor, which affords a
ready market for all their surplus,- the
farmers of Orrington are peculiarly prosperous; and as a matter of fact, we find
that dairying in some of its branches if
not the leading industry, is extensively
engaged in throughout the town, which
we apprehend has something to do with
the thrifty condition of the people as
well as the financial standing of the
town, which, by the way, we learn is A
No. 1, having no debt and not over three
or four paupers. The valuation of the
estate, real and personal, is $386,500 and
the rate of taxation $1.24 on $1000. In
this connection we desire to state further in relation to the dairy industry of the
town, that 13 milk wagons are driven
from here into Bangor and 100 gallons of
cream daily, in the best months of the
year, also are produced by Orrington
dairymen and sold in the city. Besides
this, butter is manufactured in a domestic way and like the milk and cream
mentioned above, finds g, ready market
at fair prices in the above named city.
Having heard something of the dairy
proclivities of the people of Orrington
and expecting to see a good exhibit of
the dairy cows and their products at the
fair, we decided to attend it, hoping
thereby, not only to enhance the interest of the Turf, Farm & Home, but to
gain further knowledge of the magnitude
of this industry in this vicinity and gain
items of interest in relation to the same,
which might be of interest to others. Our
disappointment therefore, can be imagined when we found on exhibition only
two cows of any description, and three
samples of butter. But upon inquiry we
found there was a legitimate reason for
this apparent deficiency. Every cow in
the vicinity is being taxed to her utmost
to supply the wants of customers and
dairymen cannot afford to sustain the
loss incident upon taking them from
their homes to spend two or three days
in a strange place, which as we remarked
above, we consider a valid reason, but
which did little to extenuate our disappointment. We hope, however, to be
able in the near future to visit this thriv-

i]ing town again and call upon the differe
ent dairymen individually with a view of
pbecoming acquainted with them and
ffheir manner of doing business.
We remarked above that the exhibit in
the hall was “quite good” which would
apply to it perhaps in the early part of
the forenoon when the first observation
v
was
taken, but later when everything
vwas in place, it was exceptionally large
aand fine.
Among the exhibits of farm produce
of
° unusual excellence are those of A. J.
Cottle,
P. A. Fowler, G. W. Freeman,
(
J. I). Freeman, C. II. Chapman, A. G.
Dale, N. W. Kendall, I. A. Baker, T.
Lawrence,
S. E. Bowden and S. II. Pat
1
terson.
Flowers were exhibited in profution
and
a with pleasing effect by Mrs. A. M.
Glass,
Mrs. L. E. Crowell, Mrs. E. II.
’
D.odge,
Mrs. Geo. Freeman, Mrs. E. T.
\
Baker,
Mrs. E. A. Baker, Mrs L. S. Dick"
ey
C ’ and Mrs. Cora Jenkins.
Excellent exhibits of fancy work were
made
by Miss Percy Lufkin, Miss Caro?!
lineSpurling,
Brewer, Mrs. E. II. Dodge,
1
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
George.
a]
Among the notable exhibits in the hall
is
18 a yoke made 120 years ago in Salem,
Mass., shown by Reuben Dickey of Orrington,
and a table cover made 75 years
11
ago, shown by Mrs. Maria George.
A large and very fine fruit display of
various kinds is made, showing that this
important
branch of agriculture is re”
ceiving
a generous share of attention
/
from
the husbandmen of Orrington and
1
vicinity.
V1
The second day brought the crowd; at*
least
1500 being present. The events of
,.
the
day
were the Four-year-old race,
1
purse $15; the 2.55 Class, purse $22;
Gentlemen
’s driving horses, purse $12,
G
and
ai a ball game forenoon and afternoon.
The
afternoon game was interrupted by
1
aa serious accident resulting from a collision
between the pitcher and catcher
1
whild
both were running for a ball which
W
was dropping midway between them,
each
unaware of the other’s approach,
cf
The
catcher
was knocked senseless and
1
in
\n this condition was carried from . the
field. Fatal results are feared; the other
was badly hurt but will recover.
W
Dairy Interests

at

Orrington.

Premiums were awarded the second
d:
day as follows:
Cows, II N Brooks, 1st, Frauk Rcbaro,
o/i
2(
2d.
Heifers one year old, R II Dickey, 1st.
Calves, Y II Crowell, 1st, J W Phili-oi
lr
lips,
2d.
Sheep, best flock, Andrew Cottle, 1st,
G
George Brooks, 2d.
Best pair ewes, A J Cottle, 1st.
Swine, sow and pigs, J E Bowden, 1st.
Best boar, J E Witham, 1st.
The premiums in butter were as follo
lows: Mrs J A Baker, 1st, Mrs E Glass,
2c
2d, Mrs Irene S Smith, 3d.
The morning of the third day dawned
w
with a powerful storm in full force which
cc
continued through tho day, thus abruptly closing what promised to be an excepti
tionally successful fair. As it is, the
m
managers expressed themselves as \ quite
w
well satisfied with the result financially,
their
receipts being sufficient to meet
tl
tl
their expenses, which is about all they
ai
aim to accomplish, their grounds beIing
d leased for the occasion at a nominal
cc
costand no buildings to keep in repair.
T
Their expenses are not large, and the assc
sociation seems to have for its object the
pi
promotion of the social and economic interests
te
of the community rather than
tl of increasing their financial status;
that
ai
and while there can be no doubt of their
success in the social and economic point
si
of
oi view, theie need be no apprehension
on the part of any one concerned, that
oi
their finances will not be attended to
tl
while
w
under the control of the present
management.
m
Mr. A. G. Dale, president

HOME.

of the association, whose P.^O. address
of
is So. Brewer, is one of Orrington’s largis
est and most successful dairymen as well
es1
as a thorough business man. He keeps
as
37 cows and runs two milk wagons into
37
Bangor
daily, one supplying the Boston
Ba
boats, the other customers in the city,
bo
Mr.
Mi N. A. Nickerson, the secretary, is
another one of the extensive dairymen of
an
the
tin town, and the same may be said of
his business capacity as was said of the
hie
president, and any one doing business
pr<
with them will be strongly impressed
wi
with the idea, as we certainly were, that
wi
they are the “right men in the right
th<
place.”
pls
—--------PROGRESS

INDAIRYING.

JAt the NinthAnnual FieldDay meeting of the New Hampshire Board of
ing
Agriculture recently held, among the
Ag
topics discussed was that of Progress in
toj
Dairying and the following excellent adDa
dress contributed by Prof. G. H. Whichdr(
er, we find in the Mirror and Farmer of
that state and present it to our readers
ths
as worthy their careful perusal.
IMy talk tonight is to open up the subject of dairy progress, and my friend,
jec
President Connor, of the dairymen’s asPr<
sociation, will follow and smooth up the
soc
rough places.
roi
First
of
I
THE DAIRY MACHINE,

and
extending the silo system; we- are
i
feeding
rations that cost less, but are.
f
imore efficient, as time goes on. If you
ccould see the letters that I get week after
xweek asking about this and that grain,
aabout this and ^hat ration, you would
rrealize as I do how much of progress has
Ibeen made in the past five years. Men
here
and there to-day know what they
I
aare feeding for and study into the cost
aas well as the effectiveness of a ration.
HANDLING MILK.

Eight years ago there were but few
creameries
in New Hampshire, and I
c
instrumental in securing the intro
'was
v
duction of the centrifugal separator in
t Hanover creamery, the first to use
the
tthat system in New Hampshire. At that
time,
the two leading butter experts In
t
0 ouV state, Mr. L. T. Hazen and Mr. C. II.
Waterhouse, were skeptical of the merits
of
0 the machine, and numerous were the
aarguments that I had with them. It
was
not long, however, before they were
v
using
the same system, and to-day its use
11
has extended until the best creameries
in the state, better butter, more butter
aand a better system of handling, are the
results
of this line of progress.
r
The creamery has done much to lift
the burden from the farm houses, nor
has it resulted in less, but more cash.
Creamery butter sells for enough more
than dairy butter so that the entire cost
of collecting the milk and manufacturing
0
is saved and the farmer gets from 23 to
24
~ cents for his butter and saves the
labor.
A creamery in a community where
there are 300 good cows, w ill pay to its
Ppatrons in a year from $15,000 to $ 1(J,000.
Would the same number of cows under
the old method result in such an income?
Here
is progress.
E
The handling of the cream and the
making
of the butter is to-day as differ
n
eent from what it was ten years ago, as
day
d is different from night.
The improvement in the quality of
butter
must be experienced, it cannot be
b
described.
Consumers demand fresh
goods,
of good flavor and texture, and
K
the packed butter so sought after in the
tl
past,
is now the competitor of oleomar
P
ggarine, selling at 12 cents per pound or
less. Sweet, high-flavored, tastily put
up
u in prints are the development of the
old
0 ball butter, which was spoiled while
yyet in the cream and finished by the hand
working it got.

the cow. What progress are we making
the
with her? Statistics tell us that on an
wil
average the New Hampshire cow is not
ave
a ssuccess. She produces but little, if
any, over 3,000 pounds of milk, or 125 to
anj
130
13C pounds of butter; at the prevailing
price of these articles, she yields but a
pri
scant $35 gross income. Now, as we go
sea
among our best practical dairymen, we
am
find a few herds that run up to 400
fin<
pounds of butter each per annum, a conpoi
siderable number that reach 300, while
sid
250 pounds is not at all unusual, in fact,
a vvery common figure among our dairy
farmers. In this we see progress, and
far
while there are many of the old-fashionwh
ed, self-consuming cows in our state today, this number is decreasing, and by
daj
breeding, the quality of the herds is bebre
ing improved. At our agricultural college we have been testing herds of dairy
cows for the past six years, and now
have some valuable figures representing
yield
vie and cost of product, which may be
_.
of interest to you.
of]
SUMMARY.
The table accompanying shows what
Progress has given 300 pounds of
we have obtained as averages for the
It has substituted
three
* bbutter per cow.
thr herds:
rations adapted to milk production, in
Cost of
r:
Yield of milk Ditto Milk
Butter place of the old-time hay and corn meal
butter, per can per lb. P
Lbs. cans.
p«
ration. It has given us the centrifugal
Ayrahires 5900
320
275
16.8c
15c.
cream separator, the improved churn
Durhams 6148
333
265
18.0
17.7 Cl
Jerseys
4717
255
265
18.8
14.5 and butter worker.
Jen
It has substituted
1The profit per cow as milk producers ripened cream for sour, decomposing
has been: Jerseys, $8.10; Ayrshires, c]
cream. It has given us tasty packages
$10.40; Durhams, $13.48; or as butter to tempt the purchaser. It has wonder
producers:
Jerseys, $19.80; Ayrshires, fully
f
Prc
improved the quality of butter. It
$19; Durhams, $11.30.
has established co-operative creameries.
Now, to contrast this with the best
Lastly, it has put into the hands of
cows in the herd, I will give you their every farmer a cheap, easily managed
cov
milk yield:
and reliable milk test, which has and
Best Jersey, 0717 pounds. Best Ayr- will carry on the work of imprtwing
shire, 7505 pounds. Best Durham, 9510 herds.
®ki:
pounds.
Or to take the best cow of all,
P01
WANTS.
aa Durham, weighing 1300 pounds, a good
There are a few things that are now
beef animal too, she has given us wanted. We want herds that yield 400
sshaped
^ia
525 cans of milk worth $115.50, or if pounds. We want a milking machine.
made into butter, 450 pounds, worth We want a cheap but safe and efficient
ma
$99; her cost of keeping has been $05 and
source of power for running cream sepa
the
^
ie profit as a milk producer, $50.50; as frators. We want effective means of
aa butter producer, $34.
keeping skim milk sweet. We want a
Here is an indication of what might be
perfect package for butter in sizes from
accomplished,
a suggestion not only of
acc
one to five pounds, and we want a spirit
what has been, but what may yet be
of co-operation which shall place our
done:
New Hampshire creameries in the same
FEEDING.
self protecting attitude that prevails in
8<
rThat
l
there has been progress in feed- Q
, sister state of Vermont,
our
ing need scarcely be said. To-day we
Hood’s Pills are purely vegetable, care
are utilizing the various waste products
fully prepared from the best ingredi*
of 1the great milling centers of the west ft
* 25c.
as 1food for our cow*. We are adopting ent*.
ci
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THE SILO FOR DAIRYMEN.
an opportunity to dry somewhat. It it
is allowed to get too dry, it will spoil;
----------->Experiment# In Cow Feeding at the Ver also it is best to fill slowly, so that the
The poorest way on earth to practice
mont Station.
Many associate good butter with color,
ensilage can get settled a good bit be
Tho last report of the Vermont station fore ono finishes filling. When filled
but unfortunately in this age of adulter- €economy is to starve stock to save feed.
contains
records
of
several
valuable
ex

ation and artificial methods of coloring
Raise cattle, horses, hogs, and poultry c
quite rapidly, it settles about one-third.
articles of consumption, color has very cenough to consume all tho grain and Pperiments in dairying. Tho most impor —J. W. Newton in Rural New Yorker.
little to do with flavor in the majority of rroughness on the farm, and that mort- tant of these is a detailed account of an
cases. In former days highly colored gage will soon be lifted. The farm will ®experiment in preserving tho corn crop TO KEEP ENSILAGE FROM SPOILING.
butter was invariably well flavored but- ffertilize itself, meanwhile. Do not over by four different methods. There are
nmany farmers who would adopt tho silo ( I This Gentleman Pours Water on When He
ter, for the color came only from good stock.
s
Puts It Up.
Putting
the
largest
apples
at
tho
top
Uif they thought it would pay them to do
feed. Fresh, succulent clover and pas
so,
but
they
aro
waiting
for
evidence
When
corn
is left until it is fit to
ture produces good flavor and good color cof the barrell pays for a time no doubt, that it is really a good thing. Now, husk and crib before
filling the silo, it
but
after
a
while
even
the
big
ones
in
today, and also to a certain extent in I
right hero is just tho kind of evidence lacks tho amount of mpisturo necessary
are not considered in making tho which
v
winter time, with a good ration of roots ’view
v
such men need, and it is wholly to swoll tho boarding of tho silo, or, in
|]in favor of the silo.
and ensilage; but add to these feeds cab- priceI
other words, the boarding of tho silo
Farming combines both art and sci
Corn stooked, husked and ground absorbs so much of tho moisture that it
bages, onions and weeds, and the result
A farmer without an education is nmado tho poorest showing, though there causes tho ensilago to spoil as far as the
will be just the reverse so far as flavor ence.
e
y a very slight gain, not worth tak moisture is drawn out by the boards.
is concerned.
aas badly off as the man who bets on, a was
ing into account when tho stover was Tho corners spoil worse for the reason
Gradually the consuming public is be- horse race; ho may win, but there aro a 11put into tho silo after tho ears had boon that absorption goos on from two ways.
good
many
chances
against
him.
ginning to realize that good color and 8
husked. Many farmers pick tho oars of I reasoned that the necessary moisturo
Those who keep young stock alive corn,
c<
flavor are not identical, and so much has
and then husk them and get them must bo supplied by water. In 1892,
the winter on rough fodder for gground, putting tho stalks into tho silo. when filling, I kept tho edges thorough
been written about artificial coloring through
t
So far as tho last point is concerned, ly wet down with water—twk> to three
that every buyer is on the lookout for it. tthe sake of the growth they will make
tho experiment shows that it is utterly pailfuls to each load. The result was
summer should be able to see that tl
It is true that good butter, solid, well next
n
—is labor and oxpenso wasted. perfect ensilage right up to tho board
a
grained and highly flavored can be pro- tthe summer’s growth could bo added useless
Tho valuo of 50 cents an acre is not ing. Tho corn was so dry that it rattled
just
as
well
and
much
cheaper
if
the
duced in the winter, and yet so light in j
gained by doing it. Husking and grind when put in the silo.
color as to be unattractive. A little aanimals had been kept growing all win- ing aro labor worso than wasted. In tho
I had a man with mo through tho
You can not starve a young animal east
e<
harmless artificial coloring of such but- ter.
t
it costs about one-fourth of the winter of 1893 that had had considera
vvaluo of tho meal to get it husked and ble experionco with silos. Ho said that
ter seems almost essential to its sale, aand make it up afterward.
Of all, the corn and other plant food gground. Add to this tho fact that over it was the most perfect ensilago ho ov
Other things being equal, a bright gold
of tho feeding valuo is lost er saw fed out. So well pleased was I
o:
en butter is by all odds preferable. It ffed
( to the stock, 80 per cent, of it returns one-fourth
by
this
process,
and wo see that no with tho experiment that in the fall of
to
mother
earth
as
manure,
and
contains
sells better and looks better on the table. t<
eastern dairyman can afford to food 1893, each morning before starting up,
tho
nitrogen
phosphoric
acid
and
potBut the harm comes in when many
home grown cornmeal.
I put about one pailful of water to ev
manufacturers conceive the idea that by ash
a necessary for the production of so
Tho corn fodder in this experiment ery 20 square feet over the surface of
coloring their butter of an inferior grade much more grain. Nature wastes north- was made into largo stooks near the the silo. The result was that there were
It is the fault of the heedless far- b;
barn, the tops being bound tightly with no moldy streaks in the ensilago this
they can pass it off as first class stock. ing.
11
me/'if
she does not have her way.
a rope. When fed, it was carried into winter. If, in case of breakdowns or
So confident are many in this respect n
Do not forget that a grade animal will the barn, run through thp cutter and shutdown on account of bad weather,
that they become slack in their manufac
Thus prepared, its feeding value is tho top is thoroughly wet down every
not
Noth- fed.
turing methods and depend largely uport n breed all his good qualities.
botween that of ensilago and tho two morning, no harm will come to the ex
the color for selling their product. The iiing but a thoroughbred will give you forms of stover—that is, calling ensi posed surface for several days, the wa
butter is sometimes very poor, but it is iiimproved stock from your mares and lage 100, tho husked and ground forms ter supplying the necessary moisture
colored to a bright golden tint, and then hheifers, or from the droves and docks, -w
would bo 80 and the corn fodder 90. that is constantly being expelled by the
But some things need to bo thought of heating of the ensilage. When tho silo
B
packed in neat prints or small pots and Do
T not waste your time.
tubs. It really looks attractive when
Dismiss the hired man who does not in connection with this way of handling is full, run on about six inches of cut
displayed on the stands, but it does not 0or can not manage the horse without corn fodder. To got such a good result straw; then put on about one pailful of
tho fodder must bo cut, or considerable
to every 15 square feet of surface,
require an expert to discover its inferi- bblows. It is good business policy to would be wasted. This has been my ex water
tramp thoroughly, continue this for
ority upon tasting it. And in these days ddischarge him if he makes harsh com- p,
perience, and I think that of many oth three days, lessoning the supply of wa
of rigid classification of dairy products, nmands or swears at them. Kind and ei
ers. But just as good rosul-ts can be ob ter each time. Repeat two or three
no butter passes inspection until it has quiet
q
tained from uncut ensilago. Cutting times at intervals of two or three days.
drivers are alwayB to be preferred tc
goes into the silo can increase the When a silo thus treated is opened, a
been tasted. Taste and not looks after _
—teasing horses renders thorn vicious; what
w
feeding valuo of corn in only one way. common wagon box will carry off all
all decides the fate of the product, al- rfdo not permit it.
though, looks largely help.
So many useful things fall under our When very large stalks aro grown, tho the waste from a silo 12 by 12.
cattle will eat them clean, I think.
In tho construction of silos nothing
eye which we do not read carefully nor They may leavo some when tho ensilago but singlo boarding matched and joint
If there is anything that the dairyman e;
must strike for it is to give a rich, high nmakes any use of. Practical men do their cc
corn is not run through a cutter. I pre ed should be used, put on perpendicular
flavor to his butter. Then it is an easy bbest to help us, and we should be wide- fer to plant mine closer and not have ly. Why? If the framework is as strong
tho stalks got so very largo. Then, fur as it should be, the silo becomes tighter
matter to color and pack properly for aawake to every advantage in managing tl:
ther, I cannot leave corn out of the silo tho more tho boarding swells. If put on
farm and dairy these close times.
tl
market. But flavor must come from ft
crosswise, as the silo is filled, the boards
good feeding and good making. In the
Cream which stands too long will not without having rats and mice get into at
tho bottom expand, crowding the
it. I must say that I never had any kind
winter time when food is naturally poor, n
make butter of the right flavor. There of success with corn fodder. It takes up next up, and so on until by the third or
it is possible to increase the flavor by ex- aare alkaline tablets on the market which aa great deal more room than ensilage. fourth year tho tongue toward tho bot
tra care in making and by letting the will give an accurate test of the acidity p.
Professor Cooko stated last winter at tom of the silo, when it shrinks, will
cream ripen thoroughly. Naturally the of the cream, and which are a great im- tl
tho dairymen’s meeting that as corn pull apart. Use no paint or coal tar on
Jersey and Guernsey cows make butter pprovement upon our old way of “guess- fodder
is ordinarily handled half the the inside of a silo. It takes long for
fc
tho painted siding to expand, which
valuejs lost.
of a rich, high color and of a delightful jing
r the cream is about right.”
Vi
There are thousands of small farms moans just w so much more moisture
flavor, but if they are improperly fed or
It is a fact that clover has not thus far w
which ought to have silos<, tho owners
cared for, or if the cream is kept in close been kfcpt as well in the silo as has corn, of which aro deterred from building by wasted. One side of my silo is painted
with coal tar. I am glad I did not have
impure air, and not ripened as it should q,
of tho cost of tho cutting appa time to finish the job. It has been built
The reason probably is that the extra rroason
c
be, the butter is deficient in flavor. ai
and power to run it. No farmer six years, and I can see no signs of de
amount of nitrogen in the former causes ratus
ra
Sometimes it is highly colored, but it aa more pronounced ferment. Present need bo doterred from building a silo by cay yet in tho unpainted surface. I
this consideration. A good silo will
lacks grain, solidity and flavor.
a(
active investigations will doubtless soon keep uncut just as well as cut corn. have visited sovoral silos made of rough
boards, with paper between, but they
Some contend that the matter of flavoi’ qfind the way to overcome this.
Within a week I hoard a man who keeps are not generally satisfactory.—L. D.
is simply a question of taste, and that
While the well treated cow will give g(
50 cows say, “What’s tho usoof cutting G. in Rural Now Yorker.
most people differ on the subject. This Q]
only as much milk during the year th
tho corn if it keeps just as well whole?”
is somewhat erroneous teaching. Most when she calves in the tall as when she And
A he went on to toll how green and
A heifer after her first calf occasional
cultivated tastes agree upon a certain calves in the spring, her milk, or its pro- ni
nice his whol^corn came out of tho silo. ly goes six months without coming in
standard of flavor, and in nine cases out ducts, will yield the most profit, as she II have found just two difficulties in the heat again.
of ten the flavor that the professional is her highest production when her pro- way
?v of putting upwholo ensilago. Ono
is the difficulty of raising the heavy , The time itf coming when glass will
market tasters approve of will be just ducts command the highest price.
corn from tho wagon over the top of tho bo used for nearly all milk vessels. It is
the standard of taste that good custom
We know a farmer who told us the si]
silo. This I have overcome by using a 1tho only material into which the milk
ers ’will like. It is just as well, then, to
hay carrier and track, with a trip hook ’cannot soak and make its surfaco sooner
other
day
that
the
bicycle
he
bought
for
hr
pay more attention to this standard of °*
cr later a nesting place for disease mi
aiJ short slings. This enables me to ’crobes. Earthenware, tin and wood all
taste and less to artificial coloring.—Cut- Jhis
1’ boy had more than paid for itself. and
That boy thinks farming is not such a take tho whole corn from the wagon and 'become permeated with them, the tin in
tivator,
it in the silo by horsepower, The
——------------------bi
bad kind of a life, after all. The bicycle place
other difficulty is that one cannot take 1tho seams. If only those toughened
The cruel and unnecessary custom of ihad
I( something to do with this opinion.
.
a few inches off tho top of tho pit daily, 1glass inventions of which wo hear from
docking horse tails should be prohibited
Two years ago this country was feed- an
and tho ensilago is moro likely to spoil ]timo to time could bo made to pan out,
by law in every state in the Union. It ing
. the starving peasants of Russia, and ui
unless the silo is small and tho number tho problem would bo settled. The
milkman would bring his wares to mar
is a barberous practice and the one who nc
now reports come from that country that of cattle quite large. In such a case !ket in sparkling, crystal clear cans,
indulges in R should be made to suffer a the wheat crop it so great that much of enough
could
bo
taken
daily
from
the
e11
severe penalty. * We know of a case it will not be harvested, but cattle will entire top to prevent its spoiling, but if (3hurn and cream tanks would bo ma..o
thero is not stock enough to cat what ( )f glass, and we should all be happy.
where a valuable’horse was docked and in be turned into it instead.
ca
If oil is emulsified with glue or gela
can bo taken from tho entire surface of
a few days died* of lock jaw. The owner
tin, it may then be mixed with skimthe
silo
it
should
bo
kept
covered.
This
i
only suffered the loss of several hundred
Thousands of new patrons have taken
will make extra work, but it will pro- 1nilk and will remain in solution This
dollars for his inhumanity, when some II
Hood’s Sarsaparilla this season and real- vent loss.
Iproduct, tho emulsion of oil and glue
part of the pain-lie inflicted on a dumb iz
ized its benefit in blood purified and
I like to cut tho corn a few days do- 1nixed with skimmilk, is said to make
brute should have been his.reward.
st
strength restored.
ffore
0] I put it into tho silo. This gives it 1in admirable oattle food.

STRAY NOTES.

FLAVOR AND COLOR IN BUTTER.
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BOOKS EOR

EVERY HORSE

OWNER

FREE
THE HORSEMAN’S HANDBOOK.

f

FARM AND HOME.

— - — —— r—

IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.
BISHOP’S

Care and management of stallions,—Care
and management of brood mares,—Care,
breaking and developing of colts,—Care,
handling, and management of cam
paigners —Care of the horses’ foot-boot
ing and shoeing,—Care of horses in
ABSOLUTELY CONTROLS
sickness,—Rules of the American trotting
turf—Betting rules,—Rules for laying
out Kite shaped track,—Rules for laying Breachv Cattle, Horses&SheeD.
out mile oval track,—Rules for laying
out half mile oval track,—Rules for
admission to standard trotting and pac
ing register. —Golden nuggets of in
formation, etc. etc. Bond in fiexib]^
leatherette.

Controlling Hobble

PRICK ONLY ONE DOLLAR.

FREE to any one sending two subscrib
ers to the Turf Farm and Home.

The Horseman’s Handbook,
—This is the most practical work of
A boon to Farmers and Stockmen. The
the kind ever issued. The contents only humane and effective device ever
which are as follows will give some idea
invented. Nothing cruel or cumber
some about it. It weighs about 2
of its value: Care and management of
pounds and is cumfortable to,
stallions,—Care and management of
wear. Gives all necessary
brood mares.—Care, breaking and de
freedom.
Renders stock
veloping of colts.—Care, handling and
quiet
and peaceable.
management of campaigners.—Care of the
Read what the President and Agent of
horses’ foot-booting and shoeing—Care the Bangor Humane Society say about it:
of horses in sickness.—Rules of the From the kowledge I have of Bishop’s Con
Hobble and the recommendations I see,
American trotting turf.—Betting rules.— Itrolling
am satisfied that its use will do away with
Rules for laying out kite shaped many barbarous appliances.
Joseph F. Snow,
tracks.—Rules for laying out mile and
President Bangor Humane Society.
half-mile oval tracks.—Rules for admis Bishop’s Controlling Hobble is the only hu
mane device for controlling breachy stock, and
sion to standard trotting and pacing should come into general use.
S. W. Harriman,
register.—Golden nuggets of inform
Agent Bangor Humane Society.
ation, etc., etc. Price only One Dollar, The Hobbles are made in Solid Oak Leather in
sizes. Large size for oxen and large horses,
or will be sent free to any one send two
$3.25. Small size, for cows, small horses and
ing two subscribers to the turf. Every colts, $3.00. Sheep Hobbles, $1.00.
Sold by dealers, or sent postpaid on receipt of
man who owns a horse should have one price, bend for descriptive circular.
of these books.
Manufactured by F. A. BISHOP, Proprietor,
HERMON, MAINE.
Note anS Certificate Book.
—This is the name of a book contain
ing seventy-five certificates suitable for
the owner of a stallion giving to the
THE GREAT PAIN RELIEVER AND
owner of a mare, stating that his mare
has been bred to a certain stallion on cer
tain dates: also seventy-five notes suit
able for the owner of mare giving to the
FOR MAN OR BEAST.
stallion owner for the service fee of horse.
Sullivan, Me , Aprils, 1894.
There are stubs for both the notes and
Gents:—Last winter 1 was taken with a severe
certificates. The book is for sale at the attack of cramps and pains in my leg, so bad
1 could not sleep. I suffered for about four
Turf office, and will be sent to'any ad that
weeks. 1 tried a number of different kinds of
dress on receipt of the price which is $1, liniment, but got no relief. 1 was induced to try
or will be sent free to any one sending a bottle of your Russian Oil, and the first appli
relieved the pain very much, after using
two yearly subscribers at $1 each to the cation
one small bottle and half of another 1 felt as well
Turf. The book can also be used for as ever I did, and have been well ever since. I
cheerfully recommend it to all for external use.
any kind of pedigreed stock.

Kinsman's Russian Oil,

RHEUMATIC CURE

Hoover s Stallion Service Record.

The most complete book for record
ing stallion service ever placed before
breeders. Not a pocket edition. No
more disputing sires. No more mixing
of dams where this book is used. There
is space for entering 100 mares, giving
their full breeding, description, dates of
service, dates of foaling, with a page for
tabulating pedigree of stallion in use,
etc., etc., with index complete, size
10x7^2. Each book is handsomely and
substantially bound. Can be used for
any kind of pedigreed stock. Price
$2.00.
FREE to any one sending four subscribers
to the Turf, Farmland H©mk.

Stallion Service Record.
—This is the most complete book for
the record of stallion service ever placed
before the breeders. It is a complete
record of services, with blank spaces for
the pedigree of mares, also for the stal
lion in use, name of the breeder, date of
foaling, color and description of foalwith an index attached to each book.
Each book contains 100 pages, is substan,
tially bound, and is sent postpaid to any
address for $2, or will be sent free to
any one sending four subscribers to the
Turf, at $1 each. The book can also be
used for any kind of pedigreed stock.

My wife having used some of your Russian Oil
wishes to endorse the above statement.
Respectfully yours,
Asa D. White.
What Mrs. Frank L. Stewart, whose husband
is a salesman at the Atkinson House, has to say :
“1 have used Kinsman’s Russian Oil on’ a
scrofula swelling, where all other remedies have
failed as well as the doctors, to give relief, and I
consider it has no equal, and I take pleasure in
recommending it to the public.
Mrs. f. L. Stewart.
Gentlemen:—I wish to add my testimonial to
the good qualities of Kinsman’s Russian Oil, from
personal knowledge of its great superiority. In
short, I consider it is all that jou claim for it.
Mrs. Daniel Wilson.
Sullivan, Me., April 1, 1894.
Lilac Flower f’o., Gentlemen:—I have used
your Russian Oil for rheumatism, and always
get relief from it, and cheerfully recommend it
to the public.
Miss J. Simpson, Postmistress.
Orono, Me., April 27, 1894.
Lilac Flower Co., Gentlemen:—L have used
Kinsman’s Russian Oil for the past twelve
months, in every wav that 1 have ever used lin
iments, and consider it superior to anything
that I have ever used, especially to break up a
cold or cough of long standing, and it is equally
as good for horses.
William Lowell, Horse Shoer.
Brewer, Maine.
Lilac Flower Co., Gentlemen: I have used Kins
man’s Russian Oil for the past twelve months,
and consider it has no equal as a curative for
galls and scratches. I curial a spavin in one
week with it. I have owned and handled horses
all my lifetime and have bought hundreds of
-dollars worth of liniment and other remedies,
and 1 am satisfied that I got more benefit from
a one dollar bottle of Russian Oil than from all
tne other remedies 1 ever bought, and I con
sider it equally as good for man.
Fred Atwood.

Breeders’ Note and Certificate Book.

This book contains 75 blank certi Kinsman’s Lilac Flower,
ficates to be given to owners of mares,
THE GREAT PURIFIER AND
certifying that said mare has been bred
D
yspepsia
Cure.
to a certain stallion. Also 75 notes
suitable for owner of mare giving to Dr. King’s Pepsin Wine,
owner of stallion on account of stallion
FOR ALL NERVOUS TROUBLES,
service fee. This book is well bound Mental Exhaustion, and General,Debility. Ask
your
dealer
for
and has stubs for both the notes and
certificates. Can be used for any kind Kinsman’s Cough and Lung Balsam.
of pedigreed stock. Price One Dollar.
Should they not have it, a sample bottle will
FREE to any one sending two sub be sent free, upon application.
scribers to the Turf Farm and Home. LILAC FLOWER COMPANY,
(Incorporated, .Jan., 1894.)
All books sent to any address, prepaid,
F. O. Beal, President and Treasurer,
on receipt of price. Address,
E. Kinsman, Secretary & Gen. Manager,

Tur!, Farm and Home, Waterville, Me.

BANGOR, MAINE.

WOODEN BRIDGES.
Plans and Specifications For Span of Ordlnary Length.

An important point to remember in
constructing bridges is to be guided by
the skill and judgment of a good civil
engineer in the matter of fouhdations.
If the bridge is of short span and the
earth at the bridge site uniformly firm,
an intelligent stonemason or contractor
may complete a very excellent- job, but
unloss the work is done by day labor
It is better to have a competent man to
oversee the work. Abutments for coun
try road bridges of short span .are gener
ally made of rubble stone masonry laid
in hydraulic cement mortar, mixed in
the proportion of two parts sharp, clean
sand to one of good cement. The face
of the abutment generally has a batter
of about one inch to the foot, and the
thickness of the abutrffent at the bottom
is about two-fifths of the height Where
the pressure from the earth filling in
the rear is slight stonework may be
saved by “stepping off’’ the abutment
in the back.
The timber used in making wooden
bridges should be thoroughly seasoned.
In tho making of wooden bridges, and
especially wooden lattice bridges, hard
wood pins have been commonly used to
connect the pieces together. These pins
are extremely weak in proportion to the
surface they present unless they are
made so large as to require an unduo
cutting of the timber. Iron pins and

(
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TRUSS FOR TWENTY FOOT WOODEN BRIDGE,

bolts are much better and stronger, in
sure a neater job, and their use avoids
an undue mortising or boring of the
timbers and plank.
The most common form of country
bridge is for spans ranging from-16 to 25
feet. The dimensions for the onb here
shown aro about right for a 20 foot span.
Tho bottom chord or stringer in each
truss is 6 by 8. Each rafter main brace
is 5 by 6. The needle beam or transverso beam is 6 by 8. Two one inch
rods run from the peak of each truss
downward and support the transverso
or needle beam. The two suspension
rods in each truss diverge to a wider
opening at the bottom, through which
the lower chord passes. This arrange
ment avoids boring the lower chord at
tho center and increases the stability of
the truss. The toe of each main brace
or rafter is fitted into the, lower chord
by two shoulders cut to a depth of 1%
inches at the outer extremity and threefourths of an inch at the inner extremi
ty of the cut. This cutting of the shoul
der should be at least 20 inches from the
end of the chord. Two three-fourth
inch bolts secure the lower ends of each
brace with washers under the heads and
nutB. The suspension rods at the center
are provided with ample iron plates and
washers at top and bottom, the plates
being half an inch thick and fitted to
the surface of the wood with which it
comes in contact. Under the ends of
each truss for greater security may be
spiked (along the lower side of each
chord) a strip of hard wood plank 2 by
6 and about 2 % feet long. For a roadway
14 feet wide between trusses six floor
timbers, 8 by 8 in size, should be laid
lengthwise with the bridge, resting on
the abutments and transverse beam.
Two of these should be placed against
the inner sides of the two trusses and
the other four set at equal distances
apart across the roadway. For the floor
ing two inch plank may be used. Height
of truss is equal to one-third its length.
—Potter’s Good Roads Library.

A writer in The American Cultivator
says, “We are coming more and more
to the belief that good grass is really
the foundation of good farming and •TURF,
DADM
AND
HOMW,
dairying.” Dairy farmers ought to
make their grassflelds richer and their
grass crops heavier year by year.
GUARANTEED AUTHORITY on EQUINE and DAIRY INTERESTS.
The Rural New Yorker says, “There
is mighty little reason why a first class
butter cow should be eaten any more
Paper the Largest and Price the Low >st. Copies of National Trotting Rules
than a horse. ’ ’
If you want to go to heaven, don’t let senton receipt of price, 50c. for Cloth, or 25c. for Paper Bound. Address
your live stock drink swamp water.
Especially keep milk oows from It.
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY, WATERVILLE, MAINE.
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Badoura, b m by Gideon; dam by
Gen. Knox................................... 2.261^ I
Camille, bm by Harbinger; dam by
Hambletonian Knox....................2.29J4 ,
Carl Redwood, b g by Redwood.. .2.20%'
Cay wood, br g by Van Ilelmont..-2.274>Charlie Rolfe, b g by Bay Rolfe.. .2.29%
China Boy blk g by Wilkes...........2.29%
Col. Pitt, b li by Wilkes; dam by
Constellation......... ...................... 2.19% '
Cleveland Boy, b g by Lothair Jr.2.28
C. M. P., bl g by Junior................ 2.26% :
Combination, gr h by Ilambletonian Knox; dam by Black Flying
Cloud............................................ 2.29%'
Damosella, b m by Nelson; dam
by Gideon................ .......... .......... 2.25
Diana, ch m by Harbinger.......... 2.24%
Donald blk h................................... 2.29% *
Eldora, b m by Elsmere; dam by
Redwood...................................... 2.23
Fauntleroy, ch h by Albrino; dam
z
by Daniel Boone.......................... 2.23%
L
Glassware Girl, b m by Judge Ad
vocate^ dam by Cunard............ 2.19% [
Glenarma, b m by Glenarm; dam
by Brown Harry......................... 2.28%
Harvey Russell, b h by Harbinger 2.29%Honest Joe, bg by Fred Boone;.... 2.26%L
Imogene, b m by Imaus; dam‘ by
Shooting Star.............................. 2.28% 1
Janet br m by Black Rolfe............ 2.29% 1
Jennie Rolfe, b m by Young Rolfe;
dam (dam of Silver Street) by
,
Somerset Knox...........................2.28% L
J. M., b g by Cornell; dam by
Lothair, Jr................................... 2.22%
Josie B, ch m by Ayatchmaker.. • -2.28%;
Kalula, b m by Constellation'. • • .2.29%L
Lady Franklin, br m by Franklin;
dam by Brown Harry..................2.25%
Leola, br m by Rockefeller; dam
by Messenger Wilkes..................2.30
Mattie Merrill, b m by Wilkes;
dam by Mayhew.......................... 2.29% >
Max, b g by Black Ben; dam by
Don Juan................................. 2.24%[
May Not, b g by Judge Advocate.2.27%L
Nana (3) br f by Rockefeller; dam
by Messenger Wilkes..................2 29% »
Narcus, b g by Messenger Wilkes;
dam by Hampton....................... 2.25% i
Nichols, blk h by Victor Patchen;
dam by Silver Boy...................... 2.29%
Nickwa, b g.................................... 2:30
Prince Fearnaught, blk h by Fear,
naught Jr; datn by Col. Kling..2.23%L
Pomp, b g by Lee........................... 2.30
Prince Harbinger, b g by Ilarbinger; dam by Von Moltke.......... 2.30
Queen, b m by Nelson; dam by
Old Abe........................................ 2.19% l
Quiver, bg by Indus..................... 2.29% !
Rolfe K, blkg by Black Rolfe;....2.29%;
St. Croix, Jr., bli (3) by St. Croix;
dam by Fred Boone.................. . . 2.30
Thompson, blk g by Redwood
Boone; dam by Howes’ Bismarck....................................... 2.27% i
Tilton, br g by Constellation........ 2.24% 1
Tomah, ch g by Edgardo; dam by
Olympus....................................... 2.12%
Trafalgar, b g by Nelson; dam by
Dirigo.......................................... 2.28% 1
Vichmont, ch g by Olympus........2.30

FARM

tthis association, we found many who
c
owned
valuable horses and all seemed
willing
v
to join the association. It was
fformed for the purpose of improving the
horses owned by the members, of creating
more
interest and rivalry and last but not
r
1least, to have a little enjoyment. When
the question of drivers was mentioned
. the society deemed best to allow none
tbut French drivers. The reason was tha^
ssome could not hire drivers and other s
tthought that it would be a good place
and time for our people to learn how to
<drive their horses. The last mentioned
Treason was the stronger one and the real
cone why the rule was adopted. It is believed
that it, the rule, has resulted in
1
aan increased interest in trotting stock
aand has fullfilled the predictions made
iby the members of the society. Many
have acquired expeiience that would
1have been lost otherwise and now take
rmuch interest in driving. Our meetings
jhave been very successful so far and we
jhave every reason to believe that the
rnext will meet our expectations. We is
sue this to simply explain to our friends
who have so liberally patronized us in
tthe past the real reason of the rule, that
otherwise might seem strange.
Yours respectfully,
Dr. A. Joly, V. S., President.
How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward
ffor any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned have known F. J.
(Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
1him perfectly honorable in all business
ttransactions and financially able to carry
cout any obligations made by their firm.
West
Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
"1Toledo, O.
Walding, Klnnan A Marvin, Wholegsale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
?acting directly upon the blood and muccuous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle.
1
£Bold by all druggists.
From C. W*. Pierce, a prominent citizen
cof the town of Monroe, and for six years
Selectman of that town. Hear what he
says:
Rodolf Medicine Co.,

Brooks, Me,

••

pacers.

Alta Rosa, bin by Ilighlawn.......... 2.30
Annie Boone, b m by Daniel Boone 2.25 %
Byrl C., br m by Victor Patchen. .2.23%
Cleopatra, b m by Aroostook Boy;
dam by Wiry Dan....................... 2.29 %a
Daniel C. b g by Daniel Boone. • • .2.30
Dick West, blk g by Col. West. • • .2.29%
4
Dr. Dix, br li by Albrino; dam by
Daniel boone... ......................... 2.30
Eclair, Jr, blk h by Eclair; dam by
’
Oxford Boy.................................. 2.19
Elsmere, ch h by Albrino; dam
Elcho 2.27% by Daniel Boone. • .2.29%2
Glendale, b h by Glenarm.............2.28
King, blk g by Record’s Black
Hawk....................................... 2.30
Merrill ch h by Nelson; dam by
Watchmaker............................... 2.24%2
O’Connell b g by Woodland; dam
by Olympus...................................2.30
Parker, ch h by Nelson...................2.19%
Phillios, b g by Pickering; dam by
Nelson’s Onward..........................2.27%
Tough End, b g by Daniel Boone..2.29%
Venture, ch h by Cunard, Jr.,........ 2.26%

Gentlemen:—In answer to your in-

(
quiry
I will say that 1 am personally acquaiuted with Mrs. Jeremiah Bowen of
<
JMonroe and have known her for many
iyears. I know her to be a lady of high
8standing in society and of good moral
(character, and her statements are entitled
to full credit. I knew that in 1884 she
was seriously sick with every indication
<of a person in the last stages of consump
tion.
We supposed she would live but a'
1
j few months. I also personally know’
that she is how alive and enjoying good[
health and claims to have been cured byr
Rodolf 8 Medical Discovery.
C. W. Pierce.
F. W. Brown, Jr., j Witness.
Justice
of Peace, I
1
_____________
Rodolf8 Specifics Cure Colds, Bron
chitis, Asthma, Catarrh, La Grippe, andI
prevents Pneumonia. 25 cents of alll
di uggists.
-

THE FRENCH RACING ASSOCIATION.
Waterville, Sept. 22, 1894.
Mr. Editor:—The French Horse Rac

ing Association will have another race
this fall and I desire to say a few words
about the rule of our Society, that none
but Frenchmen should own and drive
the horses that contest these races, be
cause many persons may think that the
object of the rule is fanaticism, while in
truth it is for the advancement of the
interests in trotting horses among the
French citizens in this vicinity. At the
time that we canvassed the owners of
trotting horses with a view of forming

AND

HOML
FOR SALE,

SALE AND CHANGE COLUMN.

Four year old mare sired by Col. West sire of
All advertisements appropriately coming Westland
y
2.29M dam by Hinds IiambletoniAn a
,
grandson of Gideon, sire of Gretchen the dam
under this heading will be Inserted, five g
of Nelson 2.09 etc. This mare is bay good size and
]lines three times for 50 cents, if cash accoin- ?;ood
0
gaited. Also a two year old filly sired by
the advertisement.
pHack Rolfe son of Young Rolfe 2.21J< sire of
ipanics
------------------------------------------------------------------- j,Nelson
2.09, etc. This filly is good size, color
black and all sound and right, also have a five
FOR SALE.---------------------------------- b
year old mare by McKenney’s Knox, dam by
OLYMPUS, Jr., bay gelding, 7 years of age, 16 Vrhil Sheri flan son of Old Knox, she stands 15
hands high, weight about 1075 lb*,. by Olympus hhands, weighs 965 lbs., color black all sound
out of a dam by Robert R. Mori is, by Independ- kkind and good roader. For particulars etc.
ent, by Rys lyk‘s Hambleronlan. Dam trialed aaddress, C. T. WARDWELL, Oxford, Me.
2.32 while carrying him. This horse ha* a mark
FOR SALE.
of 43, obtained this season in a race, and will tie
sold at a bargain. Address
Seven year old mare sired by Albrino, sire of
C. E. LITTLEFIELD, Rockland, Me.
____________ :_______________________________ I Iona 8. 2.17*4, Fauntleroj 2.26 S, dam 8. T. B. by
.Matchless. This mare is a stone gray, stands
FOR SALE.
15-1 *i hands, weighs 000 lbs, is all sound, upheaded
and a stylish and fast road mare can
Four year stallion sired by Bush Messenger, J?
show quarters in forty seconds, and with training
grandson of Augustus Bush'Messenger. First vwill be fast. Will sell so that most anyone can
dam by Olympus son of Almont, second dam a aafford to buy. For Terms Etc., address C. H.
Kentucky bred mare. This horse stands 16 hands j,NEWTON, ‘Dixfield, Me.
high, weighs 1175 pounds,Jcolor dappled mahogany
all sound, safe and gentle and speedy and will be
FOR SALK.
;sold at a bargain. For further particulars address
G II. Haynes
A fiie year old Gelding color black, two white
North Lincoln, Me.
f(
feet
behind, stands strong 16 hands, was got by
----------------------- (Gen. Custer, out of a Morgan ma^, he is a first
class roadster, fearless of all objects, and will be
WANTED.
______
8soldata bargain. Address F. R. HASTINGS,
To buy a pacer; one that can pace in 2.35 or Andover, Maine.
better; young and sound at a fair price. Ad
FOR SALE.
dress CHAS. 1). HASTY, Windham Cent., iMe.
I have for sale at my stable in Andover a five
HORSES FOR SALE.
------yyear old gray mare that stands 15-3 strong
Three standard bred young mares, bay, black vweighes 980 lbs, sired by Robert Bonner and out
points, can be shown to harness, prices * reason- of
” a Messenger mare that has paced a mile in
2.20, This mare is all sound, is spacer and a good
able,
JOHN P. KELLY, Biddeford, Maine.
: __J_________________
one, and will surely be fast. For par
______________________ ggaited
t
ticulars address WM. GREGG, Andover, Me.
FOR SALE.
NW. ADELBERT EASTMAN owner, Mexico, Me.
A handsome well bred Chestnut Gelding,
eight years old in June, sound and smooth, 15-2
hands, about 1000 pounds weight. Good gaited.
Pure trotting action, level headed and safe for a
woman to drive. Has been worked on the Brockton Fair Grounds Track for a few weeks and I
will show mile or miles under 2.35 on half mile
track. This promising horse is ordered sold by
his owner for no fault. Address A. JOHNSON,
Brockton, Mass.
FOR SALE.

KELLOGG, REGISTERED 3(H7 Standard bay
stallion, small star, both hind fetlocks white,
1bred I y II. N. Smith’s Fashion Stud Farm, Trenton, N. J. Stands 16 hands and weighs 1200
pounds,
Sire Gen. Washington, dam Muy flay by
:
Gen. Washington out of Lady Thorn
jAberdeen,
by Gen. Knox. Will sell cheap for cash or will exichange for most any kind of goods that I can
turn into cash as I want to get out of the horse
business. For further information address II.
;S. MOOR, Rockland, Maine.
WANTED.

FOR SALK.

I have for sale four promising young horses
vwell bred and of much lndivdual merit. Two of
tthem are out of the dam of Fred Wilkes.
qThey are 15-2 and weigh 1000 pounds. They are
bay and very attractive in action. Prices
r
reasonable.
W. H. JONES, China, Me.
_
PARIS
SALK
AND
LIVERY
STABLE.
New Stable directly opposite Depot.

8SOUTH

I make a specialty of first class Gentlemens
IDrivers, Family horses and trotters, T. THAYER,
r
Proprietor.
“I have for sale the following,” Pair
£Chestnut Geldings 5 and 6 years old stand 15-3 hands
vweighs 1200 lbs, can trot full mile in 2.50, also two
pair
p
of Bay mares good size adapted tr. Ladies’
aand family use young and sound and can road ten
miles
an bout on their carriage. I offer gmxi bar
n
ggains in these horses, For particulars, price etc.
Address. T. THAYER. So Paris. Maine.
FOR SALE.

A matched pair of black mares coming eight
aand nine respectively. They stand 15-2 hands,
vweigh 1050 lbs., are all safe and sound and can
road
10 miles an hour. One was siredby Shoot
r
i;ing Star, dam by Carrabassett, the other by Black
t
Pharo,
dam by Harry Knox. Will sell them at a
|bargain
Address W. C. Curtis
Kingfield, Me.

---------A Gentleman’s Driver; Fille or Mare preferred,
must be sound, kind, not afraid of objects, from
four to eight years old, from 15-1 to 16 hands
:high, well nrokeu, good walker, good roader, able
to show a mile in 3 min., or better. A ••y one
having an animal of this description f, r sale,
describing ninutely its color and all the points
which go to make up a good horse, stating price.
A GOOD OPENING.
If the above conditions suit I will call and see.
Address ISAIAH L. HORTON. West Dighton,
An expert horse shoer wants to hire a young
Mass.
“ rman as an assistant. Wants either a first-class
FOR SALE.
workman or one with a little attention will
------- -------------------------------- rmake such a one. None but a reliable and steady
BLACK COCKER SPANIEL PUP8 for sale iman need apply. It is a rare opening for a good
Inquire of
P. O. BOX 98, Winterport, Me.
imechanic who wants a chance to make his mark
i the world. Address SHOER, Turf, Farm &
----------------------------------------------------------------— in
FOR SALE.------------------------------------H
I ome, Waterville, Maine.
The 6-year-old chestnut gelding Gloster,
stands 16 hands high, weighs 1050, sired by Al
brino. Dam Oxford Lily by Young Bonner, son
of Robert Bonner. This horse has lots of speed
and is all sound and right. The owner is sickly
and is going to California for his health and this
horse must be sold. If you want sjieed or a general driver cheap here is your chance, Address
(’. R. BARTLETT, Lockes Mills, Me.

FOR SALE.

One chestnut mare 8 years old, weight 1075,
16 hands high, a good one, by Victor, he by
.Bonny Doon, he by Black Sultan by Gen. Knox :
fdam Fannie by Holbrook Horse, by Dirigo by
,
Old
Drew.
One bay mare 8 years old, weighs 950, 15-3 high,
{a great load mare, by Presto by l*rescott, by
Harold;
dam Flora ft. by Brown Harry, by
FOR SALE.
1
Thurston’s Black Hawk.
These are great trades to anyone.
A first-class gentleman’s driver and family
MARSHALL M. PHINNEY,
horse, is a chestnut gelding, stands 15-1, weighs
Gorham. Me.
910 lbs, was sired by young Fearnaught, h»* by
Fearnaught Jr., dam S. T. B., a Morgan. This
FOR SALE CHEAP.
horse is perfectly safe for any lady to drive and
can road all day, is sound and all right and will
be sold cheap. Address A. B. BRYANT. Lockes
Set of light Double Harnesses, rubber trim
Mills, Me.
imings, collar and hames. Built by Baker of
Boston. Are all right and in good order.
WANTED.
Price $25.
FRED H. WHITE,
46 Lisbon St., Irwinton, Me.
Situations secured in the West for Druggists,
Book-keepers, Clerks, Stenographers, Travel
FOR SALE.
lingmen and all kinds of skilled and professional
help. Enclose one dollar for my method. J. T.
Having
sold
my
stock farm, am obliged to dis
WILSON, P. O Box 27 Minneapolis. Minn.
pose of my brood mares and colts—Osceola,
Maud
Harbinger.
Nancy
I)rewr, Mal>el A. FiveWANTED
year-old bay gelding, two-year old stallion by
Mambrino
Wilkes
2.28
V,
handsome. Year-old
Local and Traveling Salesmen to handle our ;
kardyCAXADIAN-GROWN NURSERY STOCK. ]by same horse; two fillies and others. Come
and
s*
e
them
and
get
vour
money
’s worth.
We guarantee satisfaction to representatives and •
Aildress t). 8. HUMPHREY.
customers. Largest growers of high-grade stock.
Charleston
,Me.
Over 700 acres under cultivation. No substitu ------------------------------------------------------------*----tion in orders. Exclus.ve ti rritory and liberal
terms to uhole or part time agent*. Write us.
BLUE MOUNTAIN KENNELS.
STONE & WELLINGTON.
J. W. Beall. Manager.
Montreal, Que.
I have thoroughbred English Bull Terrier Pups
and thoroughbred Irish Bull Terrier Pups,
PONY TEAM FOR SALE.
winch I will sell at reasonable prices. This
stock is from the ven' best in the country.
A fine Pony team for sale, consisting of a pair
8 WARREN BATES, Phillips Me.
of ponies, set of rubber trimmed harnesses, open
buggy all in fine condition. This team js suit
FOR SALE.
able for gen tiemen or ladies driving. Sold at a
bargain. H. W. KNOWLES, Crowleys, Me. 1’.
A handsome stylish and good sized seven-yearO. So* Lewiston, Me.
------------------------- —— -------------'
<old gelding of Hambletoninn and Morgan blood.
roadster
can be found in Maine. Very
FOR SALE.----------------------------------- Good
<
------Ifast and level. No record. Will surely make a
Well bred Percheron Stallion, weighs 1600 lbs.: ireliable racer. For full particulars address N. M.
kind worker and good stock horse. Address 1LEAVETT. Razonrille, Me.
(’. P. SHERMAN, care Tviif, Fakm and Home,
Waterville. Me.
FOR SALE—SHOO..
CA KRIAGE WANTED.

i want a Second-hand Top Carriage, practically as good >8 new. Pi ice must be low.
“ P.’ Turf, Farm and Home,
Waterville, Me
FOR SALE.

A ver\ handsome five-year old Chestnut geld
ing with white mane anil tail. Stands 16 hands,
weighing 1100 lbs., round built. He is perfectly
sound and kind, and a nice driver, safe fora lady.
Write for particulars. J. S. RICHARDS, Bel
fast, Maine.

••Beltoon,” bay 4 year old mare, standard
and registered, sound and all right. Sired
jby a I*on of the great Alcyone and out of a
upeedv mare bv Dr. Franklin. Stands 15-2 good
gaited. Been bred to Young Nelson, son of Nel
;
son
2.09, Price $100; worth $300. Address

